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Michael F. Ball, #116328
mike. ball@mccormickbarstow. com
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Telephone: (559)433-1300
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Attorneys for Defendants,
ENRAQUITA LOPEZ, M.D.,
and AESTHETIC LASER CENTER

SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

COUNTY OF FRESNO

JANE DOE, an individual.

Plaintiff,

ENRAQUITA LOPEZ, an individual;
AESTHETIC LASER CENTER, a
corporation; and SYMAR CHRYSALIS WEB
CMS, a company.

Defendants.

Case No. 14 CE CG 03646 MWS

DEFENDANTS' TRIAL BRIEF

Action Filed: August 6, 2014
Trial Date: July 24, 2017

Defendants ENRAQUITA LOPEZ, M.D., and AESTHETIC LASER CENTER hereby submit

the following Trial Brief to acquaint the Court with the factual background and legal issues in this

action.

I.

PARTIES AND REPRESENTATION

Plaintiff, JANE DOE, is represented by attorney Arvin C. Lugay with the law firm Kaspar &

Lugay, LLP in Tiburon, California.

Defendants, ENRAQUITA LOPEZ, M.D. and AESTHETIC LASER CENTER (hereinafter

referred to as "ALC") are represented by attorney Michael F. Ball with the law firm McCormick.

Barstow, Sheppard, Wayte & Carruth LLP in Fresno, California. Dr. Lopez is a licensed physician who

specializes in cosmetic surgery.
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7647 North Fresno Street 
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Telephone: (559) 433-1300 By: C Prendergast, Deputy 
Facsimile: (559) 433-2300 

Attorneys for Defendants, 
ENRAQUITA LOPEZ, M.D., 
and AESTHETIC LASER CENTER 

SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
COUNTY OF FRESNO 

JANE DOE, an individual, Case No. 14 CE CG 03646 MWS 
Plaintiff, DEFENDANTS’ TRIAL BRIEF 

v. 

ENRAQUITA LOPEZ, an individual; Action Filed: August 6, 2014 
AESTHETIC LASER CENTER, a Trial Date: July 24, 2017 
corporation; and SYMAR CHRYSALIS WEB 
CMS, a company, 

Defendants. 

Defendants ENRAQUITA LOPEZ, M.D., and AESTHETIC LASER CENTER hereby submit 

the following Trial Brief to acquaint the Court with the factual background and legal issues in this 

action. 

I. 

PARTIES AND REPRESENTATION 
Plaintiff, JANE DOE, is represented by attorney Arvin C. Lugay with the law firm Kaspar & 

Lugay, LLP in Tiburon, California. 

Defendants, ENRAQUITA LOPEZ, MD. and AESTHETIC LASER CENTER (hereinafter 
referred to as “ALC”) are represented by attomey Michael F. Ball with the law firm McCormick. 

Barstow, Sheppard, Wayte & Carruth LLP in Fresno, California. Dr. Lopez is a licensed physician who 
specializes in cosmetic surgery. 
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II.

RELEVANT PROCEDURAL HISTORY

Plaintiff originally filed this verified civil action on August 6,2014, in Alameda County. The

case was later transferred to Fresno County as the proper venue.

Plaintiff filed a verified First Amended Complaint ("FAC") on September 16, 2014. A

demurrer was filed and sustained, with leave to amend.

Thereafter, Plaintiff filed a verified Second Amended Complaint ("SAC") on Februaiy 9.2015.

against Dr. LOPEZ, ALC, SYMAR - WEB DESIGN AND HOSTING ("SYMAR") and ENTICEN

MEDIA, LLC ("ENTICEN"). Defendants again filed a Demurrer (to the l", d"* and 9*^ Causes of

Action). The Demurrer was sustained without leave to amend as to those causes of action.

Dr. LOPEZ and ALC answered the SAC on June 17,2015, denying all of the remaining claims

and raising various affirmative defenses.

Co-Defendants, SYMAR and ENTICEN were both dismissed, with prejudice, on January 18.

2017. Plaintiff agreed to dismiss these two defendants in exchange for zero money and an agreement

for Rose Simar (the owner of SYMAR and ENTICEN) to provide deposition testimony.

Plaintiffs claims against Dr. LOPEZ and ALC are as follows: (a) Public Disclosure of Private

Facts (2"^^ cause of action); (b) Appropriation of Name or Likeness (3^*^ cause of action); (c) Negligence

(5**^ cause of action); (d) Negligent Infliction of Emotional Distress (6^*^ cause of action); (e) Breach of

Fiduciary Duty (7*"^ cause of action); and, (f) Medical Malpractice/Professional Negligence (8^ cause of

action). In short. Plaintiff is seeking monetary damages from Dr. LOPEZ and ALC for unintentionally

and unknowingly posting "before and after" photographs of her exposed/naked torso and breasts in a

manner that allowed them to come up on a "Google" image search of her name for a few weeks' time.

III.

PLAINTIFF^S UNDERLYING PERSONAL INJURY MATTER

Plaintiff was a patient of Dr. LOPEZ, who owns and operates her business, ALC. On March 28.

2013, Plaintiff underwent breast augmentation surgery and a "tummy-tuck' performed by Dr. LOPEZ.

There does not appear to be any issue with the manner in which Dr. LOPEZ actually performed the
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II. 

RELEVANT PROCEDURAL HISTORY 
Plaintiff originally filed this verified civil action on August 6, 2014, in Alameda County. The 

case was later transferred to Fresno County as the proper venue. 

Plaintiff filed a verified First Amended Complaint (“FAC”) on September 16. 2014. A 
demurrer was filed and sustained, with leave to amend. 

Thereafter, Plaintiff filed a verified Second Amended Complaint (“SAC”) on February 9. 2015. 

against Dr. LOPEZ, ALC, SYMAR — WEB DESIGN AND HOSTING (“SYMAR") and ENTICEN 
MEDIA, LLC (“ENTICEN”). Defendants again filed a Demurrer (to the I“, 4"1 and 9m Causes of 

Action). The Demurrer was sustained withou! leave to amend as to those causes of action. 

Dr. LOPEZ and ALC answered the SAC on June 17, 2015, denying all of the remaining claims 
and raising various affirmative defenses. 

Co-Defendants, SYMAR and ENTICEN were both dismissed, with prejudice, on January 18. 
2017. Plaintiff agreed to dismiss these two defendants in exchange for zero money and an agreement 

for Rose Simar (the owner of SYMAR and ENTICEN) to provide deposition testimony. 
Plaintiff‘s claims against Dr. LOPEZ and ALC are as follows: (a) Public Disclosure of Private 

Facts (2“d cause of action); (b) Appropriation of Name or Likeness (3rd cause of action); (c) Negligence 
(5'h cause of action); (d) Negligent Infliction of Emotional Distress (61h cause of action); (e) Breach of 

Fiduciary Duty (7lh cause of action); and, (0 Medical Malpractice/Professional Negligence (8m cause of 

action). In shon, Plaintiff is seeking monetary damages from Dr. LOPEZ and ALC for unintentionally 
and unknowingly posting “before and after" photographs of her exposed/naked torso and breasts in a 

manner that allowed them to come up on a “Google” image search of her name for a few weeks‘ time. 

111. 

PLAINTIFF’S UNDERLYING PERSONAL INJURY MATTER 
Plaintiff was a patient of Dr. LOPEZ, who owns and operates her business, ALC. On March 28. 

2013, Plaintiff underwent breast augmentation surgery and a “tummy-tuck’ performed by Dr. LOPEZ. 

There does not appear to be any issue with the manner in which Dr. LOPEZ actually performed the
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surgery. There were no complications and PlaintifTis not claiming malpractice and/or damages arising

out of the actual March 28, 2013,surgery itself.

It was Dr. LOPEZ's practice to take photographs of her patients, with their express permission,

both "before" and "after" the surgery. In some instances, "before" and "after" photographs would be

posted on ALC's website. In this case. Plaintiff consented to allowing ALC to use her "before" and

after" photographs.' There is no question that Plaintiff agreed to allow Dr. LOPEZ to use photographs

of Plaintiff in her marketing materials, such as ALC's website. However, this permission was extended

to Dr. LOPEZ with the unstated presumption by both her and the doctor that the photographs would not

be linked to the Plaintiff should anyone search her name or her business.

As such, pursuant to the authorization form. Dr. LOPEZ took photographs of Plaintiff both

before" and "after" her March 28*'' surgery. Dr. LOPEZ then transferred the photos of Plaintiff from

her camera to her laptop computer. Then, Dr. LOPEZ put the photographs on a disk or thumb drive and

provided the disk or thumb driver to ALC's officer manager, Denise DeLiddo.

It was DeLiddo's responsibility to take the photos from the disk or thumb drive and save the

photographs on the hard drive of her work computer. In this case, DeLiddo created a file folder to

house the photos on her desktop work computer. DeLiddo labeled the file folder that contained the

photos with Plaintiffs full name.

Once the photos were saved on DeLiddo's computer she then uploaded Plaintiff s photos from

to ALC's website. DeLiddo labeled and stored the photos and/or file folder and then uploaded the

photos to the website in accordance with how she had been trained and/or instructed to perform this

task by SYMAR. The uploading of the subject images occurred on May 30''^ and early June of 2013.

On or about August 15,2013, Plaintiff was on the phone with Mike Moritz, whom she had been

communicating with via an online dating service. During this phone call, Moritz stated that he had

searched Plaintiffs name on "Google Images", and included in the image search results were numerous

photos — some of which were of her bare breasts/torso. Plaintiff did the identical search, and photos

of her did appear when she searched her name. Apparently, unbeknownst to Defendants, the manner in

The "Photographic Consent" form signed by PlaintifTis attached as Exhibit "A" to this Brief.
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surgery. There were no complications and Plaintiff is not claiming malpractice and/or damages arising 

out of the actual March 28, 2013,5urgery itself. 

It was Dr. LOPEZ’s practice to take photographs of her patients, with their express permission. 

both “before” and “after” the surgery. In some instances, “before” and “afier” photographs would be 

posted on ALC’s website. In this case, Plaintiff consented to allowing ALC to use her "before" and 
“after” photographs.l There is no question that Plaintiff agreed to allow Dr. LOPEZ to use photographs 
of Plaintiff in her marketing materials, such as ALC’s website. However, this permission was extended 

to Dr. LOPEZ with the unstated presumption by both her and the doctor that the photographs would not 
be linked to the Plaintiff should anyone search her name or her business. 

As such, pursuant to the authorization form, Dr. LOPEZ took photographs of Plaintiff both 
é‘before” and “after” her March 28'h surgery. Dr. LOPEZ then transferred the photos of Plaintiff from 
her camera to her laptop computer. Then, Dr. LOPEZ put the photographs on a disk or thumb drive and 
provided the disk or thumb driver to ALC’s officer manager. Denise DeLiddo. 

It was DeLiddo’s responsibility to lake the photos from the disk or thumb drive and save the 

photographs on the hard drive of her work computer. In this case. DeLiddo created a file folder to 

house the photos on her desktop work computer. DeLiddo labeled the file folder that contained the 

photos with Plaintiff‘s full name. 

Once the photos were saved on DeLiddo’ 5 computer she then uploaded Plaintiff s photos from 

to ALC’s website. DeLiddo labeled and stored the photos and/or file folder and then uploaded the 

photos to the website in accordance with how she had been trained and/or instructed to perform this 

task by SYMAR. The uploading of the subject images occurred on May 30‘h and early June of2013. 

On or about August 15, 2013, Plaintiff was on the phone with Mike Moritz, whom she had been 

communicating with via an online dating service. During this phone call, Moritz stated that he had 

searched Plaintiff‘s name on “Google Images", and included in the image search results were numerous 

photos -- some of which were of her bare breasts/torso. Plaintiff did the identical search, and photos 

of her did appear when she searched her name. Apparently, unbeknownst to Defendants, the manner in 

I The “Photographic Consent" form signed by Plaintiff is attached as Exhibit “A” lo this Brief.
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which DeLiddo saved and then uploaded the photos made them searchable to anyone that "Google

Imaged" the patient's name. Attached as Exhibit "B" to this Brief are the "Screen Shots" that Plaintiff

has produced, which purportedly represent what Plaintiff saw when she "Google Imaged" her name on

August 15, 2013. Mr. Moritz is the only person that Plaintiff or anyone else is aware of that actually

saw the breast photographs without first being told about them.^

Plaintiff immediately called ALC to explain what was happening. Between August 16 and

August 21,2013, efforts were made by Dr. LOPEZ and DeLiddo to get the photographs not only taken

down form ALC's website but to also make sure the photos were no longer searchable. The photos

were in fact immediately taken down from the ALC website. An additional program was purchased to

ensure that the photos were no longer searchable. They were able to confirm on August 21 that the

photos were no longer coming up when someone searched Plaintiffs name for images.

After the incident. Plaintiff continued to have a good relationship with Dr. LOPEZ and did not

seem overly upset, bothered or damaged by what had occurred. In fact. Plaintiff continued to ask for

services from Dr. LOPEZ for a number of weeks after the incident and continued to ask Dr. LOPEZ to

perform more services. This stopped once she retained a lawyer. See copies of numerous text

messages between Plaintiff and Dr. LOPEZ from August 15,2013, to September 21,2013, attached as

Exhibit "C."

IV.

PLAINTIFF'S CLAIMED DAMAGES

A. Special Damages

1. Medical Treatment and Care

Plaintiff claims to have suffered an injury as a result of the 2013 "publication of her

photographs. Specifically, during discovery, she stated that: "Plaintiff suffered harm in the form of

personal humiliation, embarrassment, mental anguish, emotional distress, anxiety, lack of sleep and

damage to plaintiffs personal and business reputation."

^ The others that have seen the photos are two of Plaintiffs friends, i.e., Raylene Dewbre and Kendra McHatton, and
Plaintiffs sister, Angela Stillwell. The only reason these people saw the photos was because Plaintiff complained to them
about the situation and they then "Googled" her name to confirm what Plaintiff was claiming.
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which DeLiddo saved and then uploaded the photos made them searchable to anyone that “Google 

Imaged” the patient’s name. Attached as Exhibit “B” to this Brief are the “Screen Shots” that Plaintiff 

has produced, which purportedly represent what Plaintiff saw when she “Google Imaged" her name on 

August 15, 2013. Mr. Moritz is the onlv person that Plaintiffor anyone else is aware ofthat actuallv 

saw the breast photographs without first being told about them.2 

Plaintiff immediately called ALC to explain what was happening. Between August 16 and 

August 2 1 , 2013, effons were made by Dr. LOPEZ and DeLiddo to get the photographs not only taken 
down form ALC’s website but to also make sure the photos were no longer searchable. The photos 

were in fact immediately taken down from the ALC website. An additional program was purchased to 
ensure that the photos were no longer searchable. They were able to confirm on August 2|SI that the 

photos were no longer coming up when someone searched Plaintiff‘s name for images. 

Afier the incident, Plaintiff continued to have a good relationship with Dr. LOPEZ and did not 
seem overly upset, bothered or damaged by what had occurred. In fact, Plaintiff continued to ask for 

services from Dr. LOPEZ for a number of weeks after the incident and continued to ask Dr. LOPEZ to 
perform more services. This stopped once she retained a lawyer. See copies of numerous text 

messages between Plaintiff and Dr. LOPEZ from August 15, 20] 3, to September 2|, 2013 , attached as 

Exhibit “C.” 

IV. 

PLAINTIFF’S CLAIMED DAMAGES 
A. Special Damages 

1. Medical Treatment and Care 

Plaintiff claims to have suffered an injury as a result of the 2013 “publication" of her 

photographs. Specifically, during discovery, she stated that: “Plaintiff suffered harm in the form of 

personal humiliation, embarrassment, mental anguish, emotional distress, anxiety, lack of sleep and 

damage to plaintiff‘s personal and business reputation.” 

2 The others that have seen the photos are two of Plaintiffs friends, i.e., Raylene Dewbre and Kendra Mc'Hanon, and 
Plaintiff‘s sister, Angela Stillwell. The only reason these people saw the photos was hem-ms; Plaintiff complained to them 
about the situation and they then “Googled” her name to confirm what Plaintiff was clanmmg.
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Plaintiff claims to have received some treatment, as a result of the incident, in the form of

therapy and counseling from Rosemary Jalovaara, MFT, in Pacifica. She was first seen on June 23,

2014, which would be some ten months after the events in question. At that point in time Plaintiff was

most concerned and frustrated with an unresolved relationship with her fourteen year old son who was

experiencing severe emotional issues due to ongoing, unresolved custody and co-parental issues." She

also acknowledged having issues with low self-worth and lack of self-confidence. According to other

records from Ms. Jalovaara, Plaintiff had not seen her teenage son for 3 years, left Oklahoma for

California (leaving behind her son) to avoid the constant court battles, had a failed relationship with her

child's father, etc. Ms. Jalovaara noted she had problems trusting others, was "done" with dating as

she did not want to get hurt, and had many unresolved issues with family causing problems with trust.

On the other hand, Ms. Jalovaara also indicated: "She stated a belief that her surgeon had

exposed her to fears, anxiety and shame having posted pre- and post- breast surgery pictures with her

name on the physician's website as well as on Google. She was made aware of this problem when a

man she was dating found these pictures on her website by searching with her name. Mandi was ha\ ing

anxiety attacks fearing that her son and others would view her nude body —' Attached as Exhibit "D

to this Brief is a copy of a September 29, 2015, report from Ms. Jalovaara.

In any event. Plaintiff did return to see Jalovaara a number of times, i.e., 136 visits, through

May 23,2017, when she was released from all treatment. They would talk about all of the things that

were troubling Plaintiff. Ms. Jalovaara recently testified that they talked about issues related to the

breast surgery and the accidental posting of the photos on less than 6 of the 136 45-minute sessions.

The rest of the treatment was substantially related to the problems with her family, her son, her friends,

etc. In all likelihood, she would have sought out all of this care related to her personal issues regardless

of the photos. All of the therapy, 100%, has been paid for by San Mateo County Behavioral Access, at

a rate of $58.00 per session. Plaintiff paid no deductible or copay. There is no lien. There is no balance

due.

2. Future Medical Care

There is no evidence that Plaintiff will reasonably require any future care related to this

incident. Ms. Jalovaara testified that she released Plaintiff from her care, and that she has never

DEFENDANTS' TRIAL BRIEF
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Plaintiff claims to have received some treatment, as a result of the incident, in the form of 

therapy and counseling from Rosemary Jalovaara, MFT, in Pacifica. She was first seen on June 23. 

2014, which would be some ten months after the events in question. At that point in time Plaintiff was 

“most concerned and frustrated with an unresolved relationship with her fourteen year old son who was 

experiencing severe emotional issues due to ongoing, unresolved custody and co-parental issues." She 

also acknowledged having issues with low self-worth and lack of self-confidence. According to other 

records from Ms. Jalovaara, Plaintiff had not seen her teenage son for 3 years, lefi Oklahoma for 

California (leaving behind her son) to avoid the constant coun battles, had a failed relationship with her 

child’s father, etc. Ms. Jalovaara noted she had problems trusting others, was “done” with dating as 

she did not want to get hurt, and had many unresolved issues with family causing problems with trust. 

On the other hand, Ms. Jalovaara also indicated: “She stated a belief that her surgeon had 

exposed her to fears, anxiety and shame having posted pre- and post- breast surgery pictures with her 

name on the physician’s website as well as on Google. She was made aware of this problem when a 

man she was dating found these pictures on her website by searching with her name. Mandi was having 

anxiety attacks fearing that her son and others would view her nude body. . ..” Attached as Exhibit “D” 

to this Brief is a copy of a September 29, 2015, report from Ms. Jalovaara. 

In any event, Plaintiff did return to see Jalovaara a number of times, i.e., 136 visits, through 

May 23, 2017, when she was released from all treatment. They would talk about all of the things that 

were troubling Plaintiff. Ms. Jalovaara recently testified that they talked about issues related to the 

breast surgery and the accidental posting of the photos on less than 6 of the 136 45-minute sessions. 

The rest of the treatment was substantially related to the problems with her family, her son, her friends. 

etc. In all likelihood, she would have sought out all of this care related to her personal issues regardless 

of the photos. All of the therapy, 100%, has been paid for by San Mateo County Behavioral Access. at 

a rate of $58.00 per session. Plaintiff paid no deductible or copay. There is no lien. There is no balance 

due. 

2. Future Medical Care 

There is no evidence that Plaintiff will reasonably require any future care related to this 

incident. Ms. Jalovaara testified that she released Plaintiff from her care, and that she has never
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referred Plaintiff to any other health care provider.

3. Lost Wages

Plaintiff does attribute a loss of income or earning capacity as a result of this incident. Plaintiff

is a photographer and runs a business selling her photographs online (about 5% of her income) and in

San Francisco out of a kiosk (about 95% of her sales). She never provided any details, documentation

or anything that would really substantiate her claims. Instead, Plaintiff claims that because of her

"devastation" at seeing these photos on the internet and being worried about whether prospective

customers who come up to her when she selling her pictures on Pier 39, Fisherman's Wharf and/or

Ghirardelli Square would have seen these photos of her, that not only was this very upsetting to her but

had ramifications in terms of her ability to sell her pictures, because she was not as outgoing and

gregarious as she typically would be. This, she believes, was the situation for about five or six months,

so it is her estimate that during this period of time she would have lost somewhere between $5,000.00

and $6,000.00 in loss of income. Yet, Plaintiff is unable to identify any individual who saw the

photographs online or that she missed out on a single sale because of the publication.

Plaintiff has no verifiable documentation to support any wage loss and, in fact, did not timely

file taxes in 2011,2012 or 2013.^ For 2012, Plaintiff claimed $45,288 in gross receipts with expenses

of $19,303 for a profit of $25,985. In 2013, Plaintiff claimed on her taxes gross receipts/sales of

$42,460 against $27,652 in expenses for profits of $14,808. And, in 2014 she had gross receipts of

$48,256.00 but expenses of $18,374.00 for a net profit of $21,758.00. Again, nothing has been

produced that would support Plaintiff s claim that there was in causal connection between lost profits

and the August 2013 publication of her photos.

4. General Damages

What is the value of one person, i.e., Mike Moritz, a man she possibly would date, seeing some

photos of her exposed breasts? This is really what this case is all about.

What occurred was nothing more than a random accidental publication of photos of Plaintiffs

bare mid-section (along with other images that were not Plaintiff) that was quickly remedied once it

Plaintiff just filed her 2012 and 2013 taxes on April 18, 2017.
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referred Plaintiff to any other health care provider. 

3. Lost Wages 

Plaintiff does attribute a loss of income or earning capacity as a result of this incident. Plaintiff 

is a photographer and runs a business selling her photographs online (about 5% of her income) and in 
San Francisco out of a kiosk (about 95% of her sales). She never provided any details, documentation 
or anything that would really substantiate her claims. Instead, Plaintiff claims that because of her 

“devastation” at seeing these photos on the intemel and being worried about whether prospective 

customers who come up to her when she selling her pictures on Pier 39, Fisherman’s Wharf and/or 

Ghirardelli Square would have seen these photos of her, that not only was this very upsetting to her but 

had ramifications in terms of her ability to sell her pictures, because she was not as outgoing and 

gregarious as she typically would be. This, she believes, was the situation for about five or six months. 

so it is her estimate that during this period of time she would have lost somewhere between $5,000.00 

and $6,000.00 in loss of income. Yet, Plaintiff is unable to identify any individual who saw the 

photographs online or that she missed out on a single sale because of the publication. 

Plaintiff has no ven'fiable documentation to support any wage loss and, in fact, did not timely 

file taxes in 201 l, 2012 or 2013.3 For 2012, Plaintiffclaimed 345.288 in gross receipts with expenses 

of $19,303 for a profit of $25,985. In 2013, Plaintiff claimed on her taxes gross receipts/sales of 

$42,460 against $27,652 in expenses for profits of $14,808. And, in 2014 she had gross receipts of 

$48,256.00 but expenses .of $18,374.00 for a net profit of $21,758.00. Again, nothing has been 

produced that would support Plaintiff’s claim that there was in causal connection between lost profits 

and the August 2013 publication of her phoms. 

4. General Damages 

What is the value of one person, i.e., Mike Moritz, a man she possibly would date, seeing some 

photos of her exposed breasts? This is really what this case is all about. 

What occurred was nothing more than a random accidental publication of photos of Plaintiff s 

bare mid—section (along with other images that were not Plaintiff) that was quickly remedied once it 

3 Plaintiffjust filed her 20l2 and 2013 taxes on April [8. 2017.
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was caught. There is even a question as to whether anyone else would have believed those photos to

?e of Plaintiff s breasts, when there are a lot of other images in the search results, many of which are

clearly not the Plaintiff.

Attached as Exhibit "E" to this Brief is a copy of a 2014 Facebook posting and exchange

among Plaintiff, her sister, and her friends, which clearly shows that Plaintiff was not emotionally

devastated about drawing attention to her breasts.

V.

DEFENDANT'S POSITION ON LIABILITY

Dr. LOPEZ and ALC hired S YMAR to design and create a website for the business in late 2012.

Both DeLiddo and Dr. LOPEZ interfaced with SYMAR. This meant speaking and/or e-mailing with

Rose Simar, who was the main (and only) contact person. SYMAR transferred all of the photographs

and content that was on ALC's old website to the new website that SYMAR had designed. By

approximately May 1, 2013, there was indication that the new site would be going live. However,

before SYMAR could completely turn over the website to ALC there had to be some training of ALC s

personnel, i.e., DeLiddo, regarding the use of the website.

Rose Simar acknowledged that SYMAR was solely responsible for training ALC personnel on

the use of the website. This including the saving, storing and uploading of photographs. SYMAR was

aware that ALC had hired the company to not only design the new website but also provide training to

ALC's people so they could then manage the content. Additionally, SYMAR was aware of the

importance of complying with HIPAA and confidentiality of information on its website.

DeLiddo was the only one who received any type of "training" from SYMAR. There were no

hand-outs, handbooks, instructions or manuals regarding provided by SYMAR regarding the new

website. Instead, the only training was a 10-15 minute phone call between Simar and DeLiddo that

occurred on or about May 15,2013. This verbal training was the only training SYMAR ever provided

with respect to the saving, storing and uploading of photographs. Simar verbally explained the process

of uploading the photographs on the website. She was then able to look on the ALC website and note

that the "training" photograph was displayed on the website. During this phone call no instructions or

training was provided to ALC (i.e., DeLiddo) about the proper way to save images in files and whether
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was caught. There is even a question as to whether anyone else would have believed those photos to 

be of Plaintiff’s breasts, when there are a lot of other images in the search results, many of which are 

clearly not the Plaintiff. 

Attached as Exhibit “E” to this Brief is a copy of a 2014 Facebook posting and exchange 

among Plaintiff, her sister, and her friends, which clearly shows that Plaintiff was not emotionally 

devastated about drawing attention to her breasts. 

V. 

DEFENDANT’S POSITION 0N LIABILITY 
Dr. LOPEZ and ALC hired SYMAR to design and create a website for the business in late 2012. 

Both DeLiddo and Dr. LOPEZ interfaced with SYMAR. This meant speaking and/or e-mailing with 

Rose Simar, who was the main (and only) contact person. SYMAR transferred all of the photographs 
and content that was on ALC’s old website to the new website tha! SYMAR had designed. By 

approximately May 1, 2013, there was indication that the new site would be going live. However. 

before SYMAR could completely turn over the website to ALC there had to be some training ofALC‘s 
personnel, i.e., DeLiddo, regarding the use of the website. 

Rose Simar acknowledged that SYMAR was solely responsible for training ALC personnel on 
the use of the website. This including the saving, storing and uploading of photographs. SYMAR was 
aware that ALC had hired the company to not only design the new website but also provide training to 
ALC’s people so they could then manage the content. Additionally, SYMAR was aware of the 
importance of complying with HIPAA and confidentiality of information on its website. 

DeLiddo was the only one who received any type of “training” from SYMAR. There were no 

hand-outs, handbooks, instructions or manuals regarding provided by SYMAR regarding the new 
website. Instead, the only training was a 10-15 minute phone call between Simar and DeLiddo that 

occurred on or about May 15, 2013. This verbal training was the only training SYMAR ever provided 

with respect to the saving, storing and uploading of photographs. Simar verbally explained the process 

of uploading the photographs on the website. She was then able to look on the ALC website and note 

that the “training” photograph was displayed on the website. During this phone call no instructions or 

training was provided to ALC (i.e., DeLiddo) about the proper way to save images in files and whether

7 
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or not a patient name should be used to label a photograph that was going to be uploaded.

Apparently, if a photograph is saved with a patient's name in the title and then uploaded the

entire file name, which includes the patient's name, is essentially "embedded" into the photograph and,

thereby, allows it to come up as a search result of that patient's name. Obviously, no one at ALC.

especially DeLiddo, was aware of this prior to saving, storing and uploading Plaintiff s photographs.

This was something that was never discussed by SYMAR during the short training session. At no time

while SYMAR was providing services was this ever discussed or mentioned. This information, that

should have been made a part of SYMAR's training, was only learned by ALC after it started looking

into the complaint made by Plaintiff.

After learning of the incident involving Plaintiff, DeLiddo called Simar on August 16,2013, to

explain what Plaintiff had reported. In response, Simar stated that there was really nothing she could do

to help and made it seem like it was "no big deal." Thus, SYMAR never stepped in to help remedy the

situation. As far as SYMAR was concerned, since they had been paid and had turned over the website,

their work was finished.

After this incident, it was obvious to Dr. LOPEZ that her staff had received poor training and

that the people at SYMAR were "incompetent." Within months after the incident ALC had a new web

design company, a new webpage and had, finally, received proper training.

Defendants have retained and designated a computer expert who will offer testimony regarding

the unreasonable way that SYMAR provided training to ALC, specifically Ms. DeLiddo. Our expert

has concluded that the training provided to DeLiddo of ALC was negligent and well below the

applicable standard of care as the training failed to specifically address the saving of photos, the

labeling of folders, and how to make sure photos are not searchable once uploaded. It was because of

the negligent training provided by SYMAR that DeLiddo was unaware of what might occur if she

uploaded one of Plaintiffs photographs onto ALC's website from a file folder that contained the

patient's name.

Plaintiff has elected to simply dismiss SYMAR from this litigation, and never even required the

Texas based business to even appear in this case. Nonetheless, there will be ample testimony from

Defendants' expert and DeLiddo regarding the negligent, substandard and clearly deficient "training

8
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or not a patient name should be used to label a photograph that was going to be uploaded. 

Apparently, if a photograph is saved with a patient’s name in the title and then uploaded the 

entire file name, which includes the patient’s name, is essentially “embedded” into the photograph and. 

thereby, allows it to come up as a search result of that patient’s name. Obviously, no one at ALC. 

especially DeLiddo, was aware of this prior to saving, storing and uploading Plaintiff“ 5 photographs. 

This was something that was never discussed by SYMAR during the short training session. A! no time 
while SYMAR was providing services was this ever discussed or mentioned. This information. that 
should have been made a part of SYMAR’s training, was only learned by ALC afier it started looking 
into the complaint made by Plaintiff. 

After learning of the incident involving Plaintiff, DeLiddo called Simar on August 16. 2013. to 

explain what Plaintiff had reported. In response, Simar stated that there was really nothing she could do 

to help and made it seem like it was “no big deal." Thus, SYMAR never stepped in to help remedy the 
situation. As far as SYMAR was concerned, since they had been paid and had turned over the website. 
their work was finished. 

Afier this incident, it was obvious to Dr. LOPEZ that her staff had received poor [mining and 

that the people at SYMAR were “incompetent.” Within months after the incident ALC had a new web 
design company, a new webpage and had. finally, received proper training. 

Defendants have retained and designated a computer expert who will offer testimony regarding 

the unreasonable way that SYMAR provided training to ALC, specifically Ms. DeLiddo. Our expert 
has concluded that the training provided to DeLiddo of ALC was negligent and well below the 

applicable standard of care as the training failed to specifically address the saving of phoxos. the 

labeling of folders, and how to make sure photos are not searchable once uploaded. I! was because of 

the negligent training provided by SYMAR that DeLiddo was unaware of what might occur if she 
uploaded one of Plaintiff‘s photographs onto ALC’s website from a file folder that contained the 

patient’s name. 

Plaintiff has elected to simply dismiss SYMAR from this litigation, and never even required the 
Texas based business to even appear in this case. Nonetheless, there will be ample testimony from 

Defendants’ expert and DeLiddo regarding the negligent, substandard and clearly deficient “training"
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that SYMAR provided. Pursuant to Proposition 51 the liability of each individual defendant is several

as to non-economic damages. (Civ. Code §1431.2.) Each tortfeasor is personally liable for an

indivisible injury, and the economic damages caused, if their actions were a proximate result of that

injury. {American Motorcycle Assn. v. Superior Court (1978) 20 Cal.3d 578,586.) The principle of

joint and several liability allows an injured person to obtain full recovery for their injuries, even when

one or more of the joint tortfeasors do not have the financial resources to pay what they owe based on

their liability. {Id. at 590.) Thus, since SYMAR is no longer a party to this litigation, if Defendants are

found 1 % at fault then Defendants would be responsible for 100% of the special damages. But, as

noted in this MSC Statement, the amount of legitimate special damages is negligible. As outlined

above, the most substantial amount of damages seems to be Plaintiffs claimed "pain and suffering" or

general damages." And, with respect to those damages. Defendants would only be responsible for the

actual percentage of responsibility the jury assigns to ALC and/or Dr. LOPEZ.

VI.

CONCLUSION

Defendants readily admit that the photos, which Plaintiff consented to be posted anonymously

on the ALC website, unintentionally and unknowingly were searchable for a short time on the Internet

using a Google Images search of Plaintiffs name. Defendants deny that they knew that this could

possibly occur. Defendants contend that they uploaded the photographs of Plaintiff consistent with

how they had been trained by their web design company, former Co-Defendant SYMAR, and believed

they would be completely anonymous.

The present time estimate for trial is 5 days.

Ill

III

III

III
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that SYMAR provided. Pursuant to Proposition 5] the liability of each individual defendant is several 
as to non-economic damages. (Civ. Code §1431.2.) Each tortfeasor is personally liable for an 

indivisible injury, and the economic damages caused, if their actions were a proximate result of that 

injury. (American Motorcycle Assn. v. Superior Court (1978) 20 Cal.3d 578,586.) The principle of 

joint and several liability allows an injured person to obtain full recovery for their injuries, even when 

one or more of thejoint tonfeasors do not have the financial resources to pay what they owe based on 

their liability. (Id. at 590.) Thus, since SYMAR is no longer a party to this litigation, if Defendants are 
found 1% at fault then Defendants would be responsible for 100% of the special damages. But. as 

noted in this MSC Statement, the amount of legitimate special damages is negligible. As outlined 
above, the most substantial amount of damages seems to be Plaintiff‘s claimed “pain and suffering" or 

“general damages.” And, with respect to those damages, Defendants would only be responsible for the 

actual percentage of responsibility thejury assigns to ALC and/or Dr. LOPEZ. 
VI. mum 

Defendants readily admit that the photos, which Plaintiff consented to be posted anonymously 

on the ALC website, unintentionally and unknowingly were searchable for a short time on the lntemel 
using a Google Images search of Plaintiff’s name. Defendants deny that they knew that this could 

possibly occur. Defendants contend that they uploaded the photographs of Plaintiff consistent with 

how they had been trained by their web design company, former Co-Defendant SYMAR, and believed 

they would be completely anonymous. 

The present time estimate for trial is 5 days.
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Dated: July 19, 2017 McCORMlCK, BARSTOW, SHEPPARD,
WAYTE & CARRUTH LLP

Michael F. Ball

Attorneys for Defendants,
ENRAQUITA LOPEZ, M.D.

and AESTHETIC LASER CENTER

61145-005404616321.
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Dated: July 19, 2017 

61145-00540 46l632l.l 
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~ Michael F. " 

Attorneys for Defendants, 
ENRAQUITA LOPEZ, MD. 

and AESTHETIC LASER CENTER 
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Tel: (415)789-5881
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Attorneys for Plaintiff,
JANE DOE
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SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

COUNTY OF FRESNO

JANE DOE, an individual,

Plaintiff,

V.

ENRAQUITA LOPEZ, an individual;
AESTHETIC LASER CENTER, a corporation;
ENTICEN MEDIA, L.L.C., a corporation; and
SYMAR - WEB DESIGN AND HOSTING, a
business organization, form unknown^

Defendants.

Case No.: 14CECG03646 - MWS

SECOND AMENDED VERIFIED

COMPLAINT
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2. PUBLIC DISCLOSURE OF

PRIVATE FACTS
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CALIFORNIA CIVIL CODE § 3344

5. NEGLIGENCE

6. NEGLIGENT INFLICTION OF

EMOTIONAL DISTRESS

7. BREACH OF FIDUCIARY DUTY

8. MEDICAL

MALPRACTICE/NEGLIGENCE

9r- BREACH OF CONTRACT

COMPLAINT FILED: AUGUST 6,2014

BY FAX
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Altomeys for Plaintiff, JANE DOE 

SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
COUNTY OF FRESNO 

JANE DOE, an individual, Case No.: l4CECGOB646 — MWS 
Plaintiff, SECOND AMENDED VERIFIED 

COMPLAINT 
V. 

ENRAQUITA LOPEZ. an mdlvldual, AFFAIRS ABSTHETIC LASER CENTER, a corporation; 
ENTICEN MEDIA, L.L.C., a corporation; and SYMAR — WEB DESIGN AND HOSTING, a 2' :‘gflgg’gfégsm 0F 
business organization, form unknown. 

Defendants‘ 3. firgggéislATlON OF NAME OR 

#USE-QFWORHKENE—SS= W§M 
5. NEGLIGENCE 
6. NEGLIGENT INFLICTION 0F EMOTIONAL DISTRESS 
7. BREACH OF FIDUCIARY DUTY 
8. MEDICAL 

MALPRACI‘ICE/NEGLIGENCE 
9.- BREAGH GIT-Gem 

COMPLAINT FILED: AUGUST 6, 2014 
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Plaintiff JANE DOE herein alleges as follows:

INTRODUCTION

1. PLAINTIFF, through her counsel, brings this unlimited civil action for actual damages,

statutory damages, attomey fees and costs against defendants ENRAQUITA LOPEZ, AESTHETIC

LASER CENTER, ENTICEN MEDIA, L.L.C., and SYMAR - WEB DESIGN AND HOSTING,

(collectively "DEFENDANTS") for invasion of privacy, negligent infliction of emotional distress,

intrusion into private affairs, public disclosure of private facts, appropriation of name or likeness, use

of name or likeness, negligence, negligent infliction of emotional distress, breach of fiduciary duty,

and medical malpractice/negligence.

PARTIES

2. Plaintiff JANE DOE C'PLArNTIFF") is a natural person domiciled and residing in

Pacifica, California

3. Defendant ENRAQUITA LOPEZ (DR. LOPEZ) is a natural person domiciled and

residing in Fresno, California and Oakland, California.

4. Defendant AESTHETIC LASER CENTER ("ALC") is a California corporation with

places of business in Oakland, California and Fresno, California

5. Defendant ENTICEN MEDIA, L.L.C., ("ENTICEN") is a Texas corporation with a

principal place of business in Orange, Texas.

6. Defendant SYMAR — WEB DESIGN AND HOSTING ("SYMAR") is a website design

and hosting company with a principal place of business in Orange, Texas.

JURISDICTION AND VENUE

7. This Court has personal jurisdiction over DEFENDANT DR. LOPEZ because she

resides and is domiciled in California

8. This Court has personal jurisdiction over DEFENDANT ALC because ALC is a

California corporation.

9. This Court has personal jurisdiction over DEFENDANTS ENTICEN and SYMAR

under California Code of Civil Procedure section 410.10.

^2j
SECOND AMENDED VERIFIED COMPU^INT

DOE V. LOPEZ, ET AL. CASE NO. I4CECG03646 - MWS
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Plaintiff JANE DOE herein allegas as follows: 
INTRODUCTION 

1. PLAINTIFF, through her counsel, brings this unlimited civil action for actual damag‘s, 
statutory damages, attemey fees and costs against defendants ENRAQUITA LOPEZ, AESTHETIC 
LASER CENTER, ENTICEN MEDIA, L.L.C., and SYMAR — WEB DESIGN AND HOSTING, 
(collectively “DEFENDANTS”) for invasion of privacy, negligent infliction of emotional distress, 

intrusion into private afiairs, public disclosure of private facts, appropriation of name or liketwss, use 
of name or likeness, negligence, negligent infliction of emotional distrms, breach of fiduciary duty, 
and medical malpractice/negligence. 

MRS—S 
2. Plaintifi' JANE DOE (“PLAINTIFF”) is a natural person domiciled and raiding in 

Pacifica, California.
. 

3. Defendant ENRAQUITA LOPEZ (DR. LOPEZ) is a natural person domiciled and 

residing in Franc, California and Oakland, California 

4. Defendant AES'IHETIC LASER CENTER (“ALC") is a California corporation with 

places of business in Oakland, Califonu'a and!Fresno, California 

5. Defendant BNTICEN MEDIA, L.L.C., (“ENTICEN”) is a Texas corporation with a 

principal place of business in Orange, Texas. 

6. Defendant SYMAR — WEB DESIGN AND HOSTING ("SYMAR") is a website dwign 
and hosting company with a principal place of businxs in Orange, Texas. 

7. This Court has personal jurisdiction over DEFENDANT DR. LOPEZ because she 
residw and is domiciled in California. 

8. This Court has personal jurisdiction over DEFENDANT ALC because ALC is a 
California corporation. 

9. This Court has personal jurisdiction over DEFENDANTS ENTICEN and SYMAR 
under California Code of Civil Procedure section 410.10. 
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10. Venue is proper in this Court pursuant to California Code of Civil Procedure

sections 395(a) because Defendants DR. LOPEZ and ALC both reside in the County of Fresno.

FAC rilAL ALLEGATIONS

1 1 DR. LOPEZ is a cosmolic surgeon who focuses her practice on cosmetic surgery and

complenientaiy medical spa services. DR. LOPEZ is tfie medical director of ALC and is also the lone

medical doctor practicing at ALC.

12. DR. LOPEZ owns and resides in homes located in Fresno, California and in Oakland,

California.

13. AL.C is a California corporation that operates out of offices in Oakland, California and

Fresno California DR. LOPEZ formed ALC to host her cosmetic surgery practice. ALC's Oakland

Center (tlie "OakUind Center"') is localed at 385 Grand Avenue, Oakland, California 94609. ALC's

Fresno Center (the "Fresno Center") is located at 681 N. First, Suite 101, Fresno, OA 93710.

14. Denise DeLiddo ("DELIDDO") is the Patient Care Coordinator of ALC and works out

of the Fresno Center.

15. ENTICEN is the parent company of SYMAR.

16. SYMAR is the piimarv' business of parent company ENTICEN. SYMAR designs and

hosts websites and specialities in building content managed websites for clients. SYMAR created and

maintained the ALC website during the lime period encompassing the facts alleged in this Complaint.

17. PLAINTIFF is a former patient of DR. LOPEZ and ALC.

18. PLAINTIFF is a photographer and runs a business selling her photographs.

PLA.LNTIFF's photography business has a website witii a website address, or "URL," consisting of

PLAINTIFF'S full name. PLAINTIFF uses her business's website to create increased exposure for

her photography and to grow her business. PLAINTIFF has had a website in existence for her

photography business since 2003.

19. On February 1, 2013, PLAINTIFF signed a Surgical Consent and Request Form with

ALC The form authorized DR. LOPEZ to perform the following surgical procedures on PLANTIFF:

■  ̂3j;^
a minded VERIHED COMPI-AJNT
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IO. Venue is proper in this Court pursuant to California Code of Civil Procedure 
sections 39501) because Defendants DR. LOPEZ and ALC both reside in the County of Fresno. 

FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS 
I I. DR. LOPEZ is a cosmetic surgeon who focuses her practice on cosmetic surgery and 

complementary medical spa sen ices. DR. LOPEZ is the medical director of ALC and is also file lone 
medical doctor practicing at ALC. 

l2. DR. LOPEZ owns and resides in homes located in Fresno, California and in Oakland, 
Califomia. 

[3. AL(‘ is a California corporation that operatm out ofoffices in Oakland, California and 

Fresno California DR. LOPEZ formed ALC to host her cosmetic surgery practice. ALC’s Oakland 
Center (the "Oakland Center") is Iocalcd :n 385 Grand Avenue, Oakland, California 94609. ALC‘s 

Fresno Center (the “Fresno Center”) is located at 681 N. First, Suite 101, Franc, CA 93710‘ 
14. Denise DcLiddo (“DELIDDO”) is the Patient Care Coordinator of ALC and works out 

oflhc‘ Frcsno Center: 

l5 ENTICEN is the parent company (ES—WAR 
I6, SYMAR is the pn'mary business ofparent company ENTICEN SYMAR dxigns and 

hosts websites and specialims in building content managed websites for clients, SYMAR created and 
maintained the AL(' website during the lime period encompassing the facts alleged in this Complaint. 

1?. PLAINTIFF is :1 Former patient oI'DR. LOPEZ and ALC. 
18. PLAINTIFF is a photographer and runs a business selling her photograph. 

PLAINTIFF’s photography business has a website with a website addrms, or “URL,” consisting of 
PLAINTIFF’s full name. PLAINTIFF uses her business’s website to create increased exposure for 
her photography and to grow her business. PLAINTIFF has had a website in existence for her 
photography business since 2003‘ 

19. On February I, 2013, PLAINTIFF signed a Surgical Consent and Requat Form with 
ALC. The form authorized DR. LOPEZ to perform the following surgical procedures on PLANTIFF: 
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(1) a tummy tuck, (2) breast implants, and (3) a vertical breast lift (the ̂^Procedures'*).

20. On March 28, 2013, PLAINTIFF also signed a Photographic Consent form (the "Photo

Consent Form") with DR LOPEZ and ALC, attached hereto as Exhibit A. The Photo Consent

Form states that PLAINTIFF "consentfsj that any and all photographs taken or ordered by [DR.

LOPEZ] of any part of [PLAXNTIFF's] body, whether originals or reproductions, may be

utilized for such purposes she may desire in connection with her research, writing, professional

activities and may be used, exhibited and published through any medium whatsoever as part of

or in connection with her research, writing, or professional activities, even though such use may

be for advertising purposes or purposes of trade." See Ex. A. The Photo Consent Form also

states that "[t]his consent is not retractable, either by oral or written means ..." Id.

21. The Photo Consent Form constitutes a contract between PLAINTIFF and

DEFENDANTS DR. LOPEZ and ALC. On March 28, 2013, DEFENDANTS DR. LOPEZ and

ALC proposed the terms of the contract by presenting PLAINTIFF with the Photo Consent

Form that contains all of the contract terms. After reviewing the contract terms proposed by

DR. LOPEZ and ALC in the Photo Consent Form, PLAINTIFF accepted the proposed contract

by signing the Photo Consent form on March 28, 2013. The terms of the Photo Consent Form

clearly define the terms of the contract in that they define what the parties are required to do

under the contract.

22. Tlie contract between the parties as defined by die Photo Consent Form required

PLAINTIFF to authorize DR. LOPEZ and ALC to use, exhibit, and publish through any

medium all of the Photographs they take or order of any part of PLAINTIFF'S body for

purposes in connection with tlieir research, writing, professional activities, advertising purposes,

or purposes of trade.

23. In exchange for PLAINTIFF'S authorization to use, exhibit, and publish the

Photographs of PLAINTIFF under the contract, DR. LOPEZ and ALC were required to refrain

from using, eidbibiting, or publishing PLAINTIFF'S name or likeness outside of the scope

explicitly defined in die Photo Consent Form. The language of the Photo Consent Form firmly
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( 1) a tummy tuck, (2) breast implants, and (3) a vertical breast lifl (the “Procedures”). 

20. On March 28, 2013, PLAINTIFF also signed a Photographic Consent form (the “Photo 

Consent Form”) with DR LOPEZ and ALC, attached hereto as Exhibit A. The Photo Consent 
Form states that PLAINTIFF “consentlsl that any and all photographs taken or ordered by [DR. 
LOPEZ] of any part of [PLAINTIF F ’8] body, whether originals or reproductions, may be 
utilized for such purposes she may desire in connection with her research, writing, professional 
activities and may be used, exhibited and published through any medium whatsoever as part of 
or in connection with her research, writing, or professional activities, even though such use may 
be for advertising purposes or purposes of trade.” See Ex. A. The Photo Consent Form also 

states that “(this consent is not retractable, either by oral or written means . . .” Id. 

21. The Photo Consent Form constitutes a contract between PLAINTIFF and 
DEFENDANTS DR. LOPEZ and ALC. On March 28, 2013, DEFENDANTS DR. LOPEZ and 
ALC proposed the terms of the contract by presenting PLAINTIFF with the Photo Consent 
Form that contains all of the contract terms. After reviewing the contract terms proposed by 
DR. LOPEZ and ALC in the Photo Consent Form, PLAINTIFF accepted the proposed contract 
by signing the Photo Consent form on March 28, 201i—‘The terms of the Photo Consent F orm 

clearly define the terms of the contract in that they define what the parties are required to do 

under the contract. 

22. The contract between the parties as defined by the Photo Consent Form acquired 

PLAINTIFF to authorize DR. LOPEZ and ALC to use, exhibit, and publish through any 
medium all of the Photographs they take or order of any part of PLAINTIFF’s body for 

purposes in connection with their research, wriu'ng, professional activities, advertising purposes, 

or purposes of trade. 

23. In exchange for PLAINTIFF’s authorization to use, exhibit, and publish the 

Photographs of PLAINTIFF under the contract, DR. LOPEZ and ALC were required to refrain 
from using, exhibiting, or publishing PLAINTIFF’s name or likeness outside of the scope 

explicitly defined in the Photo Consent Form. The language of the Photo Consent Form firmly 
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limits the scope of DR. LOPEZ's and ALC's use or disclosure of PLAIi>rriFF's image or likeness

to the Photographs they take or order of PLAINTIFF'S body. Nothing in the contract

authorized DR. LOPEZ and ALC to use PLAINTIFF'S name, voice, or protected individually

identifiable health information in connection with die use or disclosure of PLAINTIFF'S

Photographs. The Photo Consent Form does not grant DR. LOPEZ and ALC consent to disclose

any protected individually identifiable health information that could be used identify

PLAINTIFF as the subject of the Photographs.

24. DR. LOPEZ and ALC are health care providers under the Health Insurance

Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 ("HIPAA") and they knew that HIPAA prohibited

them from disclosing PLAINTIFF'S ̂protected healdi information'' without a valid

authorization from PLAINTIFF. See 45 CFR § 164.508(a)(1). DR. LOPEZ and AJLC

maintained the Photographs in electronic format as part of PLAINTIFPs medical records. DR.

LOPEZ and ALC knowingly and intentionally made the decision to designate each of the

electronic files for each Photograph with labels containing PLAINTIFF'S real name. DR

LOPEZ and ALC luiew that HIPAA defines '^protected health information'' as information that

(1) is created or received by a health care provider; diat (2) relates to the physical or mental

health of an individual or the provision of health care to an individual; that (3) identifies or can

be used to identify the individual; and that (4) is transmitted or maintained in electronic media

or in any other form or medium. See 45 CFR § 160.103. DR. LOPEZ and ALC knew or were

substantially certain that the Photographs constituted protected health information because (1)

DR. LOPEZ and ALC created the Photographs in relation to their provision of health care to

Plaintiff; (2) they knowingly and intentionally designated the electronic files containing each

Photograph with a label that contained pLAINTIFF's real name; and (3) they knowii^y

maintained PLAINTIFF'S Photographs in electronic format.

25. DR. LOPEZ and ALC also knew that Section 164.508 of HIPAA required them to

obtain a valid authorization from PLAINTIFF to disclose protected individually identifiable

health information, and that a valid authorization required a '^description of the information to

:;_5_:
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limits the scope of DR. LOPEZ‘s and ALC’s use or disclosure of PLAINTIFF ’9 image or likenm 
to the Photographs they take or order of PLAINTIFF’s body. Nothing in the contract 
authorized DR. LOPEZ and ALC to use PLAINTIFF’S name, voice, or protected individually 
identifiable health information in connection with the use or disclosure of PLAINTIFF ’5 

Photographs. The Photo Consent Form does not grant DR. LOPEZ and ALC consent to disclose 
any protected individually identifiable health information that could be used identify 

PLAINTIFF as the subject of the Photographs. 
24. DR. LOPEZ and ALC are health care providers under the Health Insurance 

Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (“HIPAA”) and they knew that HIPAA prohibited 
them from disclosing PLAINTIFF’s “protected health information” without a valid 

authorization from PLAINTIFF. See 45 CF R § 164.508(a)(l). DR. LOPEZ and ALC 
maintained the Photographs in electronic format as part of PLATNTIFF’S medical records. DR. 

LOPEZ and ALC knowingly and intentionally made the decision to designate each of the 
electronic files for each Photograph with labels containing PLAINT [F F ’5 real name. DR. 
LOPEZ and ALC knew that HIPAA defines “protected health information” as information that 
(1)—is.created or received by a health care provider; that (Zj-giates to the physical or mental 

health of an individual or the provision of health care to an individual; that (3) identifies or can 

be used to identify the individual; and that (4) is transmitted or maintained in electronic media 

or in any other form or medium. See 45 CFR § 160.103. DR. LOPEZ and ALC knew or were 
substantially certain that the Photographs constituted protected health information because (1) 

DR. LOPEZ and ALC created the Photographs in relation to their provision of health care to 
Plaintiff; (2) they knowingly and intentionally designated the electronic files containing each 

Photograph with a label that contained ?LAINTIFF’s real name,- and (3) they knowingly 

maintained PLAINTIFF’S Photographs in electronic format. 

25. DR. LOPEZ and ALC also knew that Section 164.508 ofHIPAA required them to 
obtain a valid authorization from PLAINTIFF to disclose protected individually identifiable 
health information, and that a valid authorization required a “description of the information to 
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be used or disclosed that identifies die information in a specific and meaningful fashion.** See 45

CFR § 164.508(c)(l)(i). DR. LOPEZ and ALC knew that their decision to include PLAINnFF*s

real name in the labels for each of the Photographs would require them to draft a request for

authorization that notified PLAINTIFF of the fact that publication of the Photographs would

also result in the disclosure of PLAINTIFF*s name in connection with the Photographs.

PLAINTIFF would not have authorized the publication of the Photographs in the Photo Consent

Form if she had known that the Photographs contained individually identifiable health

information that identified PLAINTIFF as the subject of the Photographs. In an attempt to

ensure that PLAINTIFF did not refuse to consent to publication of her Photographs, DR.

LOPEZ and ALC knowingly and intentionally drafted the Photo Consent Form to omit the

material fact that the Photographs contained PLAINTIFF'S individually identifying information.

26. DR. LOPEZ and ALC knowingly and intentionally drafted the Photo Consent

Form so that it described the information to be dbclosed under the requested authorization

merely as "any and all photographs taken or ordered by [DR. LOPEZ] of any part of

[plaintiff's] body.. .** See Ex. A. This description failed to identify the information disclosed

in a specific and meaningful fashion because it omitted the material fact that the DEFENDANTS

knowingly and intentionally designated the electronic files containing each of PLAINTIFF'S

Photographs with a label that contained PLAINTIFF'S real name. PLAINTIFF could not grant

a request for authorization by DR. LOPEZ and ALC to disclose PLAINTIFF'S name or

protected health information because DR. LOPEZ and ALC completely failed to identify this

information in the Photo Consent Form. Under HIPAA section I64.508(b)(2)(v), the knowing

and intentional omission by DR. LOPEZ and ALC of material information from the Photo

Consent Form rendered the Photo Consent Form's authorization to disclose protected health

information defective and invalid. As a result of their intentional misrepresentation, DR.

LOPEZ and ALC knew or were substantially certain that the authorization to disclose protected

health information under the Photo Consent Form was invalidated and that the terms of the

Photo Consent Form did not allow for disclosure of PLAINTIFF'S individually identifiable
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be used or disclosed that identifies the information in a specific and meaningful fashion.” See 45 

CFR § 164.508(c)(l)(i). DR. LOPEZ and ALC knew that their decision to include PLAINTIFF’s 
real name in the labels for each of the Photographs would require them to draft a request for 
authorization that notified PLAINTIFF of the fact that publication of the Photographs would 
also result in the disclosure of PLAINTIF F’s name in connection with the Photographs. 
PLAINTIFF would nbt have authorized the publication of the Photographs in the Photo Consent 
Form if she had known that the Photographs contained individually identifiable health 
information that identified PLAINTIFF as the subject of the Photographs. 1:: an attempt to 

ensure that PLAINTIFF did not refuse to consent to publication of her Photographs, DR. 
LOPEZ and ALC knowingly and intentionally drafted the Photo Consent Form to omit the 
material fact that the Photographs contained PLAINTIFF’S individually identifying information. 

26. DR. LOPEZ and ALC lmowingly and intentionally drafted the Photo Consent 
Form so that it described the information to be disclosed under the nequested authorization 
merely as “any and all photographs taken or ordered by (DR. LOPEZ] of any part of 
[PLAINTIFF’S] body. . .” See Ex. A. This description failed to identify the information disclosed 

in a spefié and meaningful fashion because it omitted the materfifact that the DEFENDANTS 
knowingly and intentionally designated the electronic files containing each of PLAINTIFF’s 

Photographs with a label that contained PLAINTIFF’S real name. PLAINTIFF could not grant 
a requmt for authorization by DR. LOPEZ and ALC to disclose PLAINTIFF '8 name or 
protected health information because DR. LOPEZ and ALC completely failed to identify this 
information in the Photo Consent Form. Under HIPAA section 164.508(b)(2)(v), the knowing 

I and intentional omission by DR. LOPEZ and ALC of material information from the Photo 
Consent Form rendered the Photo Consent Form’s authorization to disclose protected health 
information defective and invalid. As a mult of their intentional misrepresentation, DR. 
LOPEZ and ALC knew or were substantially certain that the authorization to disclose protected 
health information under the Photo Consent Form was invalidated and that the terms ofthe 
Photo Consent Form did not allow for disclosure of PLAINTIFF’S individually identifiable 
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health information.

27. The Photo Consent Form does not contain any language authorizing DR. LOPEZ

and ALC to disclose PLAINTIFF'S name or any of PLAINTIFF'S protected individually

identifiable health information. The Photographs of PLAINTIFF constitute the only form of

PLAINTIFF'S likeness for which use or disclosure is authorized under die plain terms of the

Photo Consent Form. In fact, any disclosure by DR. LOPEZ and ALC of PLAINTIFF'S name

or protected individually identifiable health information not only constitutes a breach of the

contract under the terms of the Photo Consent Form, but also constitutes an unlawful violation

of the HIPAA Privacy Rule for impermissible and unauthorized disclosures of protected health

information under HIPAA sections 160.103,164.502 and 164.508. Under HIPAA Section

164.508, DR. LOPEZ and ALC cannot disclose PLAINTIFF'S name or any other protected

individually identifiable healdi information without first obtaining a valid authorization that

specifically describes the exact type of protected individually identifiable health information they

seek to disclose. Because there is no lawful way to disclose PLAINTIFF'S name or protected

health information without violating HIPAA, the only way that DR. LOPEZ and ALC can

comply with HIPAA without breaching the contract between the parties is by publishing or

disclosing only the Photographs specifically referred to in the Photo Consent Form without also

disclosing PLAINTIFF'S name or other individually identifiable information.

28. Thus the Photo Consent form did not permit DEFENDANTS to include, attach, or

otherwise display PLAINTIFF'S name or protected individually identifiable health information in

connection with PLAINTIFF'S photographs when the photographs were published or otherwise

displayed to third parties by DEFENDANTS.

29. On March 28,2013, an employee of ALC look pictures of PLAINTIFF'S bare breasts

and torso in ALC's Fresno Center prior to undergoing her scheduled cosmetic surgery procedures with

DR. LOPEZ and ALC.

30. On March 28,2013, PLAINTIFF underwent the tummy tuck, breast implants, and

vertical breast lift cosmetic surgery procedures with DR. LOPEZ and ALC.
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health information. 

27. The Photo Consent Form does not contain any language authorizing DR. LOPEZ 
and ALC to disclose PLAINTIFF’s name or any of PLAINTIFF’S protected individually 
identifiable health information. The Photographs of PLAINTIFF constitute the only form of 
PLAINTIFF’s likeness for which use or disclosure is authorized under the plain terms of the 

Photo Consent Form. In fact, any disclosure by DR. LOPEZ and ALC (if PLAINTIFF’s name 
or protected individually identifiable health information not only constitutes a breach of the 

contract under the terms of the Photo Consent Form, but also constitutu an unlawful violation 

of the HIPAA Privacy Rule for impermissible and unauthorized disclosures of protected health 
information under HIPAA sections 160.103, 164.502 and 164.508. Under HIPAA Section 
164.508, DR. LOPEZ and ALC cannot disclose PLAINTIFF’s name or any other protected 
individually identifiable health information without first obtaining a valid authorization that 

specifically describes the exact type of protected individually identifiable health information they 

seek to disclose. Because there is no lawful way to disclose PLAINTIFF ’5 name or protected 
health information without violating HIPAA, the only way that DR. LOPEZ and ALC can 
comply with EM without breaching the contract between the parties—E by publishing or 
disclosing only the Photographs specifically referred to in the Photo Consent Form without also 

disclosing PLAINTIFF’S name or other individually identifiable information. 
28. Thus the Photo Consent form did not permit DEFENDANTS to include, attach, or 

otherwise display PLAINTIFF’S name or protected individually identifiable health information in 

connection with PLAINTIFF ‘5 photographs when the photographs were published or otherwise 

displayed to third parties by DEFENDANT S. 
29. On March 28, 2013, an employee of ALC took pictures of PLAINTIFFS bare breasts 

and torso in ALC’s Fresno Center prior to undergoing her scheduled cosmetic surgery procedurx with 

DR. LOPEZ and ALC. 
30. On March 28, 2013, PLAINTIFF underwent the tummy tuck, breast implants, and 

vertical breast lifi cosmetic surgery procedures with DR LOPEZ and ALC. 
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31. In April of 2013, approximateiy three weeks after March 28, 2013, an employee of

ALC took pictures of PLAINTIFF'S bare breasts and torso in ALC's Oakland Center to document the

post-surgery results of PLAINTIFF'S March 28,2013 cosmetic procedures with DR. LOPEZ and

ALC.

32. ALC posts before and after pictures of DR. LOPEZ's cosmetic surgery patients (the

"Patient Photographs") on the "Gallery" pages of ALC's website for marketing purposes. Some of

the Patient Photographs display the naked bodies of patients.

33. Each Patient Photograph is a part of the medical records of one of the patients of

ALC and DR. LOPEZ. DEFENDANTS labeled each electronic copy of a Patient Photograph

taken between March 2013 and October 2013 with the name of the patient who was the subject

of that photograph, making each Patient Photograph individually identifiable to a specific

patient. The Patient Photographs from this time period thus constitute protected individually

identifiable health information under section 160.103 of HIPAA. HDPAA regulations require

valid patient authorization for the release of protected health information, which includes

patient photography for purposes beyond treatment, payment and healthcare operations. Under

section 164.508(c) of HIPAA, valid patient authorizations for use or disclosure of protected

health information requires that the authorization form have a "description of the information

to be used or disclosed that identifies the information in a specific and meaningful fashion," and

must place the individual patient on notice of "the individual's right to revoke the authorization

in writing."

34. As health care professionals, DR. LOPEZ and ALC knew that the individually

identifiable Patient Photographs constituted "protected individually identifiable health

information" under HIPAA. DR. LOPEZ and ALC knew that they needed to obtain valid

authorization from their patients in order to publish or disclose the Patient Photographs to third

parties. DR. LOPEZ and ALC also knew that in order to obtain valid authorization from their

patients, they needed to have their patients execute authorization forms that (1) contained a

"description of the information to be used or disclosed that identifies the information in a
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31. In April of 2013, approximately three weeks after March 28, 2013, an employee of 

ALC took pictures of PLAINTIFF’S bare breasts and torso in ALC’s Oakland Center to document the 
post-surgery results of PLAINTIFF’S March 28, 2013 cosmetic procedures with DR LOPEZ and 
ALC. 

32. ALC posts before and after pictures of DR. LOPEZ’s cosmetic surgery patients (the 
“Patient Photographs”) on the “Gallery” pages of ALC’s website for marketing purposm. Some of 
thé Patient Photographs display the naked bodies of patients. 

33. Each Pafiant Photograph is a part of the medical records of one of the patients of 

ALC and DR. LOPEZ. DEFENDANTS labeled each electronic copy of a Patient Photograph 
taken between March 2013 and October 2013 with the name of the patient who was the subject 
of that photograph, making each Patient Photograph individually identifiable to a specific 
patient. The Patient Photographs from this time period thus constitute protected individually 
identifiable health information under section 160.103 of HIPAA. HIPAA regulations require 
valid patient authorization for the release of protected health information, which includes 

patient photography for purposes beyond treatment, payment and healthcnre operations. Under 
section 164.508(c) ofiflPAA, valid patient authorizations for use or disclosur; If protected 
health information requires that the authorization form have a “description of the information 
to be used or disclosed that identifies the information in a specific and meaningful fashion,” and 

must place the individual patient on notice of “the individual’s right to revoke the authorization 
in writing.” 

34. As health care professionals, DR. LOPEZ and ALC knew that the individually 
identifiable Patient Photographs constituted “protected individually identifiable health 

information” under HIPAA. DR. LOPEZ and ALC knew that they needed to obtain valid 
authorization from their patients in order to publish or disclose the Patient Photographs to third 

parties. DR. LOPEZ and ALC also knew that in order to obtain valid authorization from their 
patients, they needed to have their patients execute authorization form that (1) contained a 

“description of the information to be used or disclosed that identifies the information in a 
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specific and meaningful fashion,** and (2) placed the individual patient on notice of 'Hhe

individual's right to revoke the authorization in writing."

35. ALC and DR. LOPEZ never obtained valid authorization from any of their

patients to disclose and publish personally identifiable Patient Photographs on ALC's website for

marketing purposes. Section 164.508(c) of HIPAA requires valid patient authorization foions to

have a "description of the information to be used or disclosed that identifies the information in a

specific and meaningful fashion." Although DR. LOPEZ and ALC asked their patients to sign

"Photographic Consent" forms identical to the one signed by PLAINTIFF, the consent forms

signed by PLAINTIFF and other patients did not constitute valid authorization under HIPAA

because they did not specifically or meaningfully identify the information that Dr. LOPEZ and

ALC sought to disclose. In fact, the Photographic Consent form signed by PLAINTIFF and

otlier patients contained material misstatements and omissions regarding the patient information

actually disclosed by DEFENDANTS. Specifically, the Photographic Consent forms signed by

PLAINTIFF and other patients did not inform patients that the Patient Photographs that Dr.

LOPEZ and ALC sought to publish contained individually identifiable information in the form

of the patients' names. The consent forms failed to notify PLAINTIFF and the other patients

that their names would be disclosed and that patients could be identified in connection with their

Patient Photographs.

36. Instead, the statements of the Photographic Consent form misled PLAINTIFF and

the other patients to believe that DR. LOPEZ and ALC only intended to publish anonymous

photographs of patients that did not contain any individually identifiable information. The

Photographic Consent Form signed by PLAINTIFF and the other patients contained no mention

whatsoever of "individually identifiable health information" and contained no language notifying

PLAINTIFF and the other patients that they would be agreeing to the disclosure of individually

identifiable health information. There is no language in the Photographic Consent Forms that

authorizes DR. LOPEZ and ALC to disclose patient names or protected individually identifiable

health information. As a result PLAINTIFF and the rest of DR. LOPEZ's and ALC's patients
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specific and meaningful fashion,” and (2) placed the individual patient on notice of “the 

individual’s right to revoke the authorization in writing.” 

35. ALC and DR. LOPEZ never obtained valid authorization from any of their 
patients to disclose and publish personally identifiable Patient Photographs on ALC’s website for 

marketing purposes. Section l64.508(c) of HIPAA requires valid patient authorization forms to 
have a “description of the infomafion to be used or disclosed that identifies the information in a 

specific and meaningful fashion." Although DR. LOPEZ and ALC asked their patients to sign 
“Photographic Consent” forms identical to the one signed by PLAINTIFF, the consent forms 

signed by PLAINTIFF and other patients did not constitute valid authorization under HIPAA 
because they did not specifically or meaningfully identify the information that Dr. LOPEZ and 
ALC sought to disclose. In fact, the Photographic Consent form signed by PLAINTIFF and 
other patients contained material misstatements and omissions regarding the patient information 

actually disclosed by DEFENDANTS. Specifically, the Photographic Consent forms signed by 
PLAINTIFF and other patients did not inform patients that the Patient Photographs that Dr. 
LOPEZ and ALC sought to publish contained individually identifiable information in the form 
of the patients’ names. T;;consent forms failed to notify PLAINTIFF and the othgr—patients 

that their names would be disclosed and that patients could be identified in connection with their 

Patient Photographs. 

36. Instead, the statements of the Photographic Consent form misled PLAINTIFF and 
the other patients to believe that DR. LOPEZ and ALC only intended to publish anonymous 
photographs of patients that did not contain any individually identifiable information. The 

Photographic Consent Form signed by PIAINTIFF and the other patients contained no mention 
whatsoever of “individually identifiable health information” and contained no language notifying 

PLAINTIFF and the other patients that they would be agreeing to the disclosure ofindividually 
identifiable health information. There is no language in the Photographic Consent Forms that 

authorizes DR. LOPEZ and ALC to disclose patient names or protected individually identifiable 
health information. As a- result PLAINTIFF and the rest of DR. LOPEZ’s and ALC’s patients 
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could not have authorized publication or disclosure of the Patient Photographs because the

Photographic Consent forms did not notify PLAINTIFF or any of the other patients that their

names would be disclosed in connection with the Patient Photographs published on ALC's

website. PLAINTIFF would not have authorized the publication and disclosure of her naked

Patient Photographs if the Photographic Consent form had truthfully informed her about the

fact that her name and identifying information would also be disclosed to the public.

37. DR. LOPEZ and ALC either drafted or directed one of their employees or agents

to draft the Photographic Consent form that was signed by PLAINTIFF and their other patients.

DR. LOPEZ and ALC reviewed and approved the content of the Photographic Consent form

before it was put into use for obtaining the consent of PLAINTIFF and their other patients. DR.

LOPEZ and ALC knowingly and intentionally drafted the Photographic Consent form to omit

any language notifying PLAINTIFF or their other patients that DEFENDANTS' publication of

Patient Photographs would also result in the disclosure of other protected individually

identifiable patient information, such as patients' names. DR. LOPEZ and ALC knowingly and

intentionally omitted any notification regarding the release of protected individually identifiable

health information in the Photographic Consent form because they knew or were substantially

certain that none of their patients would consent to have their Patient Photographs published if

they knew their real names would also be disclosed and associated with the photographs. DR.

LOPEZ and ALC also knowingly and intentionally drafted the Photographic Consent forms to

state diat the "consent is not retractable, either by oral or written means," in clear disregard of

the HIPAA requirement that patients be notified of their right to revoke any authoriasation in

writing. Thus DR. LOPEZ and ALC knew or were substantially certain that they never

presented PLAINTIFF or any other of their patients with valid HIPAA-compliant requests for

authorization to disclose protected individually identifiable health information. As health care

providers governed by HIPAA, ALC and DR. LOPEZ also knew or were substantially certain

that their intentional publication of unauthorized individually identifiable Patient Photographs

on ALC's website resulted in prohibited disclosures of protected health information under
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could not have authorized publication or disclosure of the Patient Photographs because the 

Photographic Consent forms did not notify PLAINTIFF or any of the other patients that their 
names would be disclosed in connection with the Patient Photographs published on ALC’s 

website. PLAINTIFF would not have authorized the publication and disclosure of her naked 
Patient Photographs if the Photographic Consent form had truthfully infonned her about the 

fact that her name and identifying information would also be disclosed to the public. 

37. DR. LOPEZ and ALC either drafted or directed one of their employees or agents 
to draft the Photographic Consent form that was signed by PLAINTIFF and their other patients. 
DR. LOPEZ and ALC reviewed and approved the content of the Photographic Consent form 
before it was put into use for obtaining the consent of PLAINTIFF and their other patients. DR. 
LOPEZ and ALC knowingly and intentionally drafted the Photographic Consent form to omit 
any language notifying PLAINTIFF or their other patients that DEFENDANTS’ publication of 
Patient Photographs would also result in the disclosure of other protected individually 

identifiable patient information, such as patients’ names. DR. LOPEZ and ALC knowingly and 
intentionally omitted any notification regarding the release of protected individually identifiable 

health information in the Phottrgaphic Consent form because they knew or were substanfily 

certain that none of their patients would consent to have their Patient Photographs published if 

they knew their real names would also be disclosed and associated with the photographs. DR. 
LOPEZ and ALC also knowingly and intentionally drafted the Photographic Consent forms to 
state that the “consent is not retractable, either by oral or written means,” in clear disregard of 

the HIPAA requirement that patients be notified of their right to revoke any authorization in 
writing. Thus DR. LOPEZ and ALC knew or were substantially certain that they never 
presented PLAINTIFF or any other of their patients with valid HIPAA-compliant requests for 
authorization to disclose protected individually identifiable health information. As health care 

providers governed by HIPAA, ALC and DR. LOPEZ also knew or were substantially certain 
that their intentional publication of unauthorized individually identifiable Patient Photographs 

on ALC’s website rwulted in prohibited disclosures of fimtected health information under 
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HIPAA in violation of their patients' medical privacy rights.

38. DEFENDANTS' procedures for labeling and posting naked photographs of DR.

LOPEZ'S and ALC's patients on ALC's website did not sufficiently protect the anonymity of those

patients because those procedures failed to prevent the publication of personally identifiable

photographs of those patients on die Intemet DEFENDANTS knowingly and intentionally named

and labeled the electronic files containing Patient Photographs that were part of their patients'

private medical records with the patients' actual names.

39. DEFENDANTS either direcfiy undertook or assigned at least one of their

employees the following tasks: (1) taking pre and post-surgery Patient Photographs, (2) naming

and labeling the electronic files containing the Patient Photographs, (3) saving the electronic files

containing Patient Photographs to the patients' medical records maintained by DEFENDANTS,

and (4) posting Patient Photographs to ALC's website. Either DEFENDANTS or i

DEFENDANTS' employees, acting within the scope of their employment and under the direction

of DEFENDANTS, knowingly and intentionally made the decision to include patient names in

the names and labels they assigned to the electronic files containing Patient Photographs. Either

DEFENDANTS or DEFENDANTS* employees, acting within the scope of their employment and

under the direction of DEFENDANTS, manually entered the patients' names into the electronic

file names of the Patient Photographs befoi*e saving the Patient Photographs to DEFENDANTS'

electronic patient records. Either DEFENDANTS or DEFENDANTS' employees, acting within

the scope of their employment and under die direction of DEFENDANTS, fiien knowingly and

intentionally posted the Patient Photographs to ALC's website.

40. From March 2013 through September 2013, DEFENDANTS and their employees

knowingly and intentionally practiced the policy and procedure of naming or labeling each

electronic file containing a Patient Photograph with the name of the patient in the photograph.

As a result every electronic copy of a Patient Photograph that was posted by DEFENDANTS to

ALC's website between March 2013 and October 2013 could be individually identified with the

patient that was the subject of the photograph. During that time period DEFENDANTS
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HIPAA in violation of their patients’ medical privacy rights. 
38. DEFENDANTS‘ procedures for labeling and posting naked photographs of DR. 

LOPEZ’s and ALC’s patients on ALC’s website did not sufficiently protect the anonymity of those 

patients because those procedures failed to prevent the publication of personally identifiable 

photographs of those patients on the IntemeL DEFENDANT S knowingly and intentionally named 
and labeled the electronic files containing Patient Photographs that were part of their patients’ 

private medical records with the patients’ actual names. 

39. DEFENDANTS either direcfly undertook or assigned at least one of their 
employees the following tasks: (1) taking pre and post-surgery Patient Photographs, (2) naming 

and labeling the electronic files containing the Patient Photographs, (3) saving the electronic files 

containing Patient Photographs to the patients’ medical records maintained by DEFENDANTS, 
and (4) posting Patient Photographs to ALC’s website. Either DEFENDANTS or r 

DEFENDANTS’ employees, acting within the scope of their employment and under the direction 
of DEFENDANTS, knowingly and intentionally made the decision to include patient names in 
the names and labels they assigned to the electronic files containing Patient Photographs. Either 

DEFENDANTS or DEFENDANTS’ e:ployea, acting within the scope of their employment and
- 

under the direction of DEFENDANT S, manually entered the patients’ names into the electronic 
file names of the Patient Photographs before saving the Patient Photographs to DEFENDANTS‘ 
electronic patient records. Either DEFENDANTS or DEFENDANTS’ employees, acting within 
the scope of their employment and under the direction of DEFENDANTS, then knowingly and 
intentionally pasted the Patient Photographs to ALC’s website. 

40. From March 2013 through September 2013, DEFENDANTS and their employm 
knowingly and intentionally practiced the policy and procedure of naming or labeling each 

electronic file containing a Patient Photograph with the name ol'the patient in the photograph. 
As a result every electronic copy of a Patient Photograph that was posted by DEFENDANTS to 
ALC’s website between March 2013 and October 2013 could be individually identified with the 

patient that was the subject of the photograph. During that time period DEFENDANTS 
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knowingly nnd intcntionnlly posted over 100 individually identiltable Patient Photographs on

ALC's website.

41. DEFEiNDANTS' procedures for posting supposedly anonymous mai-keting pictures of

patients' naked bodies on ALC's website also allowed the patients' names to be listed in the addresses

of the ALC web pages that contained tlieir naked photographs, in addition to linking to llie

photographs that were already labeled with the names of the patients. DEFENDANTS and their

employees knew that the electronic file name for each Patient Photograph contained the name of

the corresponding patient. DEFENDANTS and their employees knew that the Patient

Photographs that were labeled with their patients^ names were part of their patients^ medical

records and thus constituted "pi'otected individually identifiable health information^ under

section 160.103 of HIPAA. DEFENDANTS and their employees then loiowingly and

intentionally posted the Patient Photographs on ALC's website. When DEFENDANTS posted

the Patient Photographs to the photo gallery pages of ALC's website, tlie website address for

each Patient Photograph would display tlie electronic file name of the Patient Photograph

containing the siihjcci patient's name.

42. DEFENDANTS knew or were substantially certain that as a result of posting the

Patient Photographs on ALC's website, the website address for each Patient Photograph would

display the electronic Hie iinine of the Patient Photograph containing that patient's name.

DEFENDANTS Imew that they had not obtained valid niithori/ation from any of their patients

to release Patient Photographs that could be individually identified to tbose patients.

DEFENDANTS knew or were substantially certain that the posting and publication of the

Patient Photographs on ALC's website would result in the uiiaiithoiized disclosure of patients'

identities in violation ofillPAA. In addition, DEFENDANTS knew or were substantially certain

that publishing the Patient Photographs on ALC's website would allow the Patient Photographs

to appear as search engine results when their patients' names were entered as search terms.

DEFENDANTS thus intentionally posted individually identifiable Patient Photographs on ALC's

website for marketing purposes without obtaining valid authoiizntion from their patients as
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knowingly and intcnlionnlly posted over [00 individually identifiable Patient Photographs on 

ALC’S website. 
4|. DEF ENDANTS’ procedures for posting supposedly anonymous marketing pictures of 

patients’ naked bOdICS on ALC’s website also allowed the palicnls‘ names to be listed in the addressa‘ 

oFLhe ALC‘ web pages that conlmned their naked photographs. in addition to linking to the 
photographs Ihm were already labeled with the names of the patients. DEFEN DANTS and their 
employees knew that the electronic file name for each Patient Photograph contained the name of 
the corresponding patient. DEFENDANTS and their employees knew that the Patient 
Photographs that were labeled with their patients" names were part of their pationls’ medical 

records and thus constituted “protected individually identifiable health information” under 

section |60.103 olPAA. DEFENDANTS and their employees then knowingly and 
imcntionally posted the Patient Photographs on ALC’s website. \Vllen DEFENDANTS posted 
the Pnlient Photographs to the photo gallery pages ofALC’s wvhsiic, the website address for 
each Patient Photograph would display the rlcch'onic file name of the Patient Photograph 
containing the subject patieni’s name. 

42. DEFENDANTS knew or wcrérs-ubstnntinlly certain that as a mult of posting the 
Patient Photographs on ALC’s website. the website address for each Patient Photograph would 
display the electronic file name. of the Patient Photograph containing that patienl's name. 

DEFENDANTS knew that they had not obtained valid authorization from any of their patients 
to release Patient Photographs (hat could be individually identified to those patients. 

DEFENDANTS knew or were substantially certain that the posting and publication of the 
Pafient Photographs on ALC‘s website would result in the unauthorized disclosure of patients' 

identifies in violation oflllPAA. In addition, DEFENDANTS knew or were substantially certain 
that publishing the Patient Photographs on ALC's website would allow the Patient Photographs 

to appear as search engine results when their patients‘ names were entered as search terms. 
DEFENDANTS thus intentionally posted individually identifiable Patient Photographs on ALC‘s 
website for marketing purposes without obtaining valid authorization from their patients as 
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required by HIPAA. As health care providers governed by HIPAA, ALC and DR. LOPEIZ knew

or were substantially certain that posting unauthorized personally identifiable Patient

Photographs on ALC's website would constitute a prohibited disclosure of protected health

information under HIPAA in violation of their patients' medical privacy rights. DEFENDANTS

were substantially certain or knew it was highly probable tiiat their procedures for labeling and

posting naked photographs of DR. LOPEZ's and ALC's patients would cause harm to their patients

by disclosing those patients' protected individually identifiable medical information and

DEFENDANTS knowingly disregarded that risk. In the alternative, DEFENDANTS failed to use

reasonable care in developing and implementing procedures to prevent the personally identifiable

naked pictures of patients from being posted on ALC's website and published on the Intern^.

43. On or about May 30, 2013, DEFENDANTS posted the before and after photographs

of plaintiff's March 28, 2013 cosmetic procedures (the "Photographs") on the marketing gallery

pages of ALC's website. The Photographs show PLAINTIFF'S naked breasts and her torso.

44. Either DEFENDANTS or DEFENDANTS' employees, acting within the scope of

their employment and under the direction of DEFENDANTS, knowingly and intentionally made

the decision to include PLAINTIFF'S name in the file name or label that they assigned to the

electronic files containing PLAINTIFF'S Photographs. Either DEFENDANTS or

DEFENDANTS' employees, acting within the scope of their employment and under the direction

of DEFENDANTS, manually entered PLAINTIFF'S name into the electronic file names of

plaintiff's Photographs before saving the PLAINTIFF'S Photographs to DEFENDANTS'

electronic patient records. Either DEFENDANTS or DEFENDANTS' employees, acting within

the scope of their employment and under die direction of DEFENDANTS, then knowingly and

intentionally posted the PLAINTIFF'S Photographs to ALC's website.

45. DEFENDANTS and their employees knew diat the electronic file name for each of

PLAINTIFF'S Photographs contained the name of PLAINTIFF. DEFENDANTS and their

employees knew diat PLAINTIFF'S Photographs that were labeled with PLAINTIFF'S name

were part of PLAINTIFF'S medical records and thus constituted protected ̂ dividually
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required by HIPAA. As health care providers governed by HIPAA, ALC and DR. LOPEZ knew 
or were substantially certain that posting unauthorized personally identifiable Patient 

Photographs on ALC’s website would constitute a prohibited disclosure of protected health 
information under HIPAA in violation of their patients’ medical privacy rights. DEFENDANTS 
were substantially certain or knew it was highly probable that their procedures for labeling and 

posting naked photographs of DR. LOPEZ’s and ALC's patients would cause harm to their patients 

by disclosing those pafients’ protected individually identifiable medical information and 

DEFENDANT S knowingly disregarded that risk. In the alternative, DEFENDANT S failed to use 
reasonable care in developing and implementing procedures to prevent the personally identifiable 

naked picturm of patients from being posted on ALC’s website and published on the Internet. 

43. On or about May 30, 2013, DEF ENDANT S posted the before and-after photographs 
of PLAINTIFF ’5 March 28, 2013 cosmetic procedures (the “Photographs") .on the marketing gallery 
pages of ALC's website. The Photographs show PLAINTIFF’S naked bremts and her torso. 

44. Either DEFENDANTS or DEFENDANTS’ employees, acting within the scope of 
their employment and under the direction of DEFENDANTS, knowingly and intentionally made 
the decision to include PLAINTIFF’S name in theufie name or label that they assigned to the 
electronic files containing PLAINTIFF’s Photographs. Either DEFENDANTS or 
DEFENDANTS’ employees, acting within the scope of their employment and under the direction 
of DEFENDANTS, manually entered PLAINTIFF’s name into the electronic file names of 
PLAINTIFF’S Photographs before saving the PLAINTIFF’S Photographs to DEFENDANTS‘ 
electronic patient records. Either DEFENDANTS or DEF ENDAN'I’S’ employees, acting within 
the scope of their employment and under the direction of DEFENDANTS, then knowingiy and 
intentionally posted the PLAINTIFF’s Photographs to ALC’s website. 

45. DEFENDANTS and their employees knew that the electronic file name for each of 
PLAINTIFF’s Photographs contained the name of PLAINTIFF. DEFENDANTS and their 
employees knew that PLAINTIFF’S Photographs that were labeled with PLAINTIFF‘s name 
were part of PLAINTIFF’s medical records and thus constituted protected “individually 
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idendflable health information" under section 160.103 of HIPAA. On or about May 30, 2013,

DEFENDANTS and their employees then knowingly and intentionally posted PLAINTIFF^s

Photographs on ALC's website. When DEFENDANTS posted PLAINTIFF'S Photographs to the

photo gallery pages of ALC's website, the website address for each of PLAINTIFF'S

Photographs would display the electronic file name of PLAINTIFF'S Photographs containing

PLAINTIFF'S name. In addition, the electronic files for PLAINTIFF'S Photographs containing

PLAINTIFF'S name could be viewed and downloaded from ALC's website.

46. DEFENDANTS knew or were substantially certain that as a result of posting

PLAINTIFF'S Photographs on ALC's website, the website address for each of PLAINTIFF'S

Photographs would display the electronic file name of the Photograph containing PLAINTIFF'S

name. Although DEFENDANTS made PLAINTIFF sign a Photographic Consent form,

DEFENDANTS intentionally drafted the consent form to omit any language notifying

PLAINTIFF that DEFENDANTS' publication of PLAINTIFF'S Photographs would also result

in the disclosure of PLAINTIFF'S other protected individually identifiable health information,

such as plaintiff's name. As a result, DEFENDANTS knew or were substantially certain

that they had not obtained valid authorization from PLAINTIFF to release PLAINTIFF'S

Photographs that could be individually identified to PLAINTIFF. DEFENDANTS knew or were

substantially certain that the posting and publication of PLAINTIFF'S Photographs on ALC's

website would result in the unauthorized disclosure of PLAINTIFF'S identifiable health

information in violation of HIPAA. In addition, DEFENDANTS knew or were substantiaUy

certain that publishing PLAINTIFF'S Photographs on ALC's website would allow the

PLAINTIFF'S Photographs to appear as search engine results when PLAINTIFF'S name was

entered as a search terms. DEFENDANTS thus knowingly and intentionally posted individually

identifiable Photographs of PLAINTIFF on ALC's website for marketing purposes without

obtaining valid authorization from PLAINTIFF as required by HIPAA. As health care

providers governed by HIPAA, ALC and DR. LOPEZ knew or were substantially certain that

DEFENDANTS* publication of PLAINTIFF'S Photographs on ALC's website that were
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identifiable health information” under section 160.103 of HIPAA. On or about May 30, 2013, 
DEFENDANTS and their employees then knowingly and intentionally posted PLAINTIFF’s 
Photographs on ALC’s website. When DEFENDANTS posted PLAINTIFF’s Photographs to the 
photo gallery pages of ALC’s website, the website address for each of PLAINTIFF'S 
Photographs would display the electronic file name of PLAINTIFF’S Photographs containing 
PLAINTIFF’s name. In addition, the electronic files for PLAINTIFPs Photographs containing 
PLAINTIFF’s name could be viewed and downloaded from ALC’s website. 

46. DEFENDANTS knew or were substantially certain that as a result of posting 
PLAINTIFF’S Photographs on ALC’s website, the website address for each of PLAINTIFF’s 
Photographs would display the electronic file name of the Photograph containing PLAINTIFF ’s 

name. Although DEFENDANTS made PLAINTIFF sign a Photographic Consent form, 
DEFENDANTS intentionally drafted the consent form to omit any language notifying 
PLAINTIFF that DEFENDANTS’ publication of PLAINTIFF’S Photographs would also result 
in the disclosure of PLAINTIFF’s other protected individually identifiable health information, 
such as PLAINTIFF’s name. AS a result, DEFENDANTS knew or were substantially certain~~ 
that they had not obtained valid authorization from PLAINTIFF to release PLAINTIFF: 
Photographs that could be individually identified to PLAINTIFF. DEFENDANTS knew or were 
substantially certain that the posting and publication of PLAINTIFF’s Photographs on ALC’s 
website would result in the unauthorized disclosure of PLAINTIF F’s identifiable health 
information in violation of HIPAA. In addition, DEFENDANTS knew or were substantially 
certain that publishing PLAINTIF F’s Photographs on ALC’s website would allaw the 
PLAINTIFF’s Photographs to appear as search engine results when PLAINTIFF’s name was 
entered as a search terms. DEFENDANTS thus knowingly and intentionally posted individually 
identifiable Photographs of PLAINTIFF on ALC’s website for marketing purposes withou‘ 
obtaining valid authorization from PLAINTIFF as required by HIPAA. As health care 
providers governed by HIPAA, ALC and DR. LOPEZ knew or were substantially certain that 
DEF ENDANTS’ publication of PLAINTIFF’S Photographs on ALC’s website that were 
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personally identiflable to PLAINTIFF without valid authorization would constitute a prohibited

disclosure of protected health informatian under HIPAA in violation of PLAINTIFF'S medical

privacy rights.

47. Due to DEFENDANTS' knowing and intentional conduct, the website addresses,

or "URLs," for the ALC website gallery pages where the Photographs were posted contained

PLAINTIFF'S name. The inclusion of PLAINTIFF'S name on the URLs containing the

Photographs made the images of PLAINTIFF'S bare breasts and her torso searchable on

Internet search engines such as Google, thus causing the Photographs to appear as results when

PLAINTIFF'S name was entered as a search term. DEFENDANTS thus intentionally published

personally identifiable photographs of PLAINTIFF'S naked breasts and torso on the Internet

without obtaining PLAINTIFF'S authorization as required by HIPAA.

48. In the alternative, due to the recklessness or negligence of the DEFENDANTS, the

website addresses, or "URLs," for the ALC website gallery pages where the Photographs were posted

contained PLAINTIFF'S name. The inclusion of PLAINTIFF'S name on the URLs containing the

Photographs made the images of PLAINTIFF'S bare breasts and her torso searchable on Internet search

engines such as Google, thus causing the Photographs to appear as results when PLAINTIFF'S name

was entered as a search term. DEFENDANTS thus published personally identifiable photographs of

PLAINTIFF'S naked breasts and torso on die Intemet without obtaining PLAINTIFF'S

authorization as required by HIPAA.

49. In the alternative, due to the negligence or recklessness of DEFENDANTS, the names

of the files of the Photographs themselves that were posted on the ALC website also contained

PLAINTIFF'S name. The inclusion of PLAINTIFF'S name on the files containing the posted

Photographs made the images of PLAINTIFF'S bare breasts and her torso searchable on intemet search

engines such as Google, tiius causing the Photographs to appear as results wh«i PLAINTIFF'S name

was entered as a search term. DEFENDANTS thus published personally id«itifiable photographs of

PLAINTIFF'S naked breasts and torso on the Intemet without obtaining PLAINTIFF'S

authorization as required by HIPAA.
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personally identifiable to PLAINTIFF without valid authorization would constitute a prohibited 
disclosure of protected health information under HIPAA in violation of PLAINTIFF’S medical 
privacy rights. 

47. Due to DEF ENDANTS’ knowing and intentional conduct1 the website addresses, 
or “URLs,” for the ALC website gallery pages where the Photographs were posted contained 
PLAINTIFF’s name. The inclusion of PLAINTIFF’S name on the URLs containing the 
Photographs made the images of PLAINTIFF’s bare breasts and her torso searchable on 
Internet search engines such as Google, thus causing the Photograph: to appear as results when 

PLAINTIFF’s name was entered as a search term. DEFENDANTS thus intentionally published 
personally identifiable photographs of PLAINTIFF’s naked breasts and torso on the Internet 

without obtaining PLAINTIFF’S authorization as required by HIPAA. 

48. In the alternative, due to the recklmsness or negligence of the DEFENDANT S, the 
website addresses, or “URLs,” for the ALC website gallery pages where the Photographs were posted 
contained PLAINTIFF ’5 name. The inclusion of PLAINTIFF’S name on the URLs containing the 

Photographs made the images of PLAINTIFF’S bare breasts and her torso searchable on Internet search 

engirregfich as Google, thus causing the Photographs to appear as—rzsulls when PLAINTIFF ’5 name 

was entered as a search term. DEFENDANT S thus published personally identifiable photographs of 
PLAIN'I‘IFF’S naked brewts and torso on the Internet without obtaining PLAINTIFF’S 

authorization as required by HIPAA. 
49. In the alternative, due to the negligence or recklmsnms of DEFENDANTS, the names 

of the files of the Photographs themselvm that were posted on the ALC website also contained 
PLAINTIFF ’5 name. The inclusion of PLAINTIFF ’5 name on the files containing the posted 

Photographs made the imagw of PLAINTIFF ’s bare breasts and her torso searchable on intemet search 

engines such as Google, thus causing the Photographs to appear as faults when PLAINTIFF’S name 

was entered as a. search term DEF ENDANTS thus published personally identifiable photographs of 
PLAINTIFF‘s naked breasts and torso on the Internet without obtaining PLAINTIFF’s 

authorization as required by HIPAA. 
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50. At all times herein the Photographs were part of the medical records of PLAINTIFF.

51. At all limes herein the medical records of PLAINTIFF, including the Photographs, were

subject to confidentiality and privacy requirements imposed by the physician/patient relationship.

52. On August 16, 2013, an acquaintance of PLAINTIFF named Michael Moritz

(■'MORITZ") informed PLAINTIFF that he perfonned a Google search of PLAINTIFF'S name that

resulted in the Photographs of PLAINTIFF'S naked breasts and torso that were posted on ALC's

website.

53. PLAINTIFF immediately performed a Google search of her name after MORITZ

informed her of his search results regarding her cosmetic surgery photographs on ALC's website.

plaintiff's Google search of her name resulted in the Photographs that were posted on ALC's

website. When PLAINTIFF clicked on the pictures of her naked body, she was redirected to the page

on ALC's website that contained the picture. The URLs for the ALC website pages on which the

Photographs were posted all contained PLAINTIFF'S name. As a result the Photographs were not

anonymous and the Photographs were personally identifiable as photographs of PLAINTIFF'S naked

body.

54. PLAINTIFF'S investigation of the gallery pages of ALC's website on August 16, 2013,

revealed that the URLs of nearly all of the other pages where naked pictures of patients were posted

also contained the names of those patients. Tims nearly all of ALC and DR. LOPEZ's patients who

had their naked pictures posted on ALC's website for marketing purposes during that time period were

personally identifiable.

55. On August 16, 2013, PLAINTIFF placed a telephone call to DR. LOPEZ that went

unanswered. PLAINTIFF tlien placed a call to ALC on August 16, 2013, at ^proximately 1:21 p.m.,

and informed DELIDDO that her Google searches of her name resulted in the Photographs that were

posted on ALC's website. PLAINTIFF requested that ALC take down the naked pictures of her bod>'

from ALC's website immediately. DELIDDO informed PLAINTIFF diat they would look into the

matter and take doxvn the Photographs on ALC's website immediately. DR. LOPEZ then returned

PLAINTIFF'S earlier telephone call and assured PLAINTIFF that the Photographs would be taken
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50. Al all limes herein the Photographs were part ofthe medical records of PLAINTIFF. 

5], At all times herein the medical records of PLAINTIFF, including the Photographs, were 

subject 10 confidentiality and privacy requirements imposed by the physician/patient relationship. 

52. On August 16, 2013, an acquaintance ofPLAl'NTIFF named Michael Moritz 
("MORITZ“) infumxed PLAINTIFF that he performed a Google search ofPLAINTIFF's name that 

resulted in the Photographs of PLAINTIFF 's naked breasts and torso that were posted on ALC’s 

website. 

53‘ PLAINTIFF immediately performed a Google search ofher name afier MORlTZ 
informed her of his search results regarding her cosmetic surgery photographs on ALC‘s website. 

PLAINTIFF "5 Google search of her name resulted in the Photographs that were posted on ALC’s 

website. When PLAINTIFF clicked on the pictures of her naked body, she was redirected to the page 
on ALC‘s website ma: contuincd lhe picture The URLs for the ALC website pages on which the 
Photographs were posted all contained PLAINTIFF ’5 name. As a result the Photographs were not 

anonymous mm! the Photographs were personally identifiable as photographs of PLAINTIFF'S naked 

body. 

54._PLAFNTIFF’S investigation of the gallery pagfi of ALC’s—website on August 16, 2013, 
revealed that the URLs of nearly all oflhe other paga where naked picturas of patients were posted 
also contained the names oflhose patients. Thus nearly all of ALC and DR. LOPEZ’s patients who 
had their naked pictures posted on ALC‘s website for marketing purposw during tha! time period were 

personally idenufiablc. 

55, On August 16, 2013, PLAINTIFF placed a telephone call ‘0 DR. LOPEZ that went 
unanswered. PLAINTIFF then placed a call to ALC on August 16, 2013, at approximately 1:21 pm, 
and informed DELIDDO lllal her Google searches of her name resulted in the Photographs that were 
posted on ALC‘s website. PLAINTIFF requested that ALC take down the naked pictura: of her body 
from ALC’s website immediately. DELLDDO informed PLAINTIFF that they would look into the 
matter and take down the Photographs on ALC ‘5 website immediately. DR LOPEZ then returned 
PLAINTIFF ’s earlier telephone call and assured PLAINTIFF that the Photographs would be taken 
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down immediately from ALC's website.

56 PLAfNTIFF performed another Google search of her name late in the evening of

August 16, 2013 Tiie Google search once again resulted in the Photographs that were posted on

ALC's website.

57. On August 16, 2013. at approximately 11:32 p.m., PLAINTIFF sent a text message to

DR. LOPEZ, informing DR. LOPEZ that PLAINTIFF'S Google searches of her name were still

resulting in the Photographs that were posted on ALC's website.

58. On August 17, 2013, at approximately 7:33 p.m., DR. LOPEZ responded with a text

message slating thai ALC called Google and thai Google was supposed to take the Photographs down.

DR LOPEZ also informed PLAINTIFF thai a "lochy friend" told her that search engines would no

longer be able to find PLAlNTIFF s pictures because ALC took down the Photographs from the ALC

website, but that '"it miglu lake a few days" before the changes went into effect.

59. On August 18. 2013, PLAINTIFF performed another Google search of her name once

again resulted in the Photographs of PLAINTIFF lhat were posted on ALC's website.

60. On August 19, 2013. performed another Google search of her name that did not result in

the Photographs.

61. On September 17. 2013 PLAINTIFF sent an email to DELIDDO requesting written

confirmation that ALC and DR. LOPEZ have destroyed the Photogr^hs and that the Photographs

would no longer be used. PLAINTIFF also requested a copy of her Surgical Consent and Request

Form and Photo Consent Form with ALC and DR. LOPEZ,

62. On September 19, 2013, DELIDDO sent an email to PLAINTIFF confirming that ALC

and DR LOPEZ would no longer be using the Photogr^hs for advertising purposes. DELIDDO

informed PLAINTIFF that ALC and DR. LOPEZ could not destroy the Photographs because they were

a part of PLAINTIFF'S medical record. DELIDDO also told PLAINTIFF that she would change

plaintiff's photographic consent for the Photographs to "patient's use only." In addition,

DELIDDO infonned PLAINTIFF lhat ALC would no longer be using the website company that ALC

and DR. LOPEZ alleged was responsible for the posting of the Photographs and that they would be
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down immediately from ALC‘s website. 
56. PLAINTIFF perfumied another Google seam?! of her name late in the evening of 

August 16. 2013 The Googlc search once again resulted in the Photographs thm were posted on 

ALC's website 

57. On August 16, 20l3. at approximately 11:32 p.m., PLAINTIFF sent a text massage to 
DR, LOPEZ, informing DR‘ LOPEZ that PLAINTIFF’S Google searches ofher name were still 
resuhing in [he Photographs lhat were posted on ALC’s website. 

58. On August 17. 20) 3, at approximately 7:33 p.m, DR LOPEZ rfiponded with a text 
message stating llml ALC called Google and lhal Google was supposed to take the Photographs down. 
DR LOPEZ also informed PLAINTIFF that a “tcchy friend" told her that Search engines would no 
longer be able: to find PLAINTIFF'S pictures because ALC took down the Photographs from the ALC 
website, but that “it nughl lake 8 Few days” before the changes went into effect. 

59. On August [8, 2013. PLAINTIFF performed another Google search of her name once 
again resulted in the Photographs of PLAJNTIFF that were posted on ALC’s website. 

60. On August 1‘), 20 l 3. performed another Google search of her name that did not result in 

the Photographs—~ 
7‘ 

61. On September 17‘ 2013 PLAINTIFF sent an email to DELIDDO requmting written 
conflrmnlion that ALC and DR. LOPEZ have destroyed the Photographs and thax the Photographs 
would no ionger be used. PLATNTIFF also requ‘sted a copy of her Surgical Consent and Requmt 

Form and Photo Consent Form with ALC and DR. LOPEZ. 
62. On September 19. 20!}, DELIDDO sent an email to PLAINTIFF confirming thax ALC 

and DR. LOPEZ would no longer be using the Photographs for advertising pumosm. DELIDDO 
informed PLAINTIFF llml AL(‘ and DR. LOPEZ could not destroy the Photographs because they were 

a pan of PLAINTI FF‘s medical record. DELIDDO also told PLAINTIFF that she would change 
PLAINTIFF’S photographic consent for the Photographs to “patient’s use only.” In addition, 

DELIDDO infonned PLAINTIFF that ALC would no longer be using the website company that ALC 
and DR. LOPEZ alleged was responsible for the posting of the Photographs and that they would be 
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changing ALC's website.

63. The above alleged conduct by DEFENDANTS cause personally identifiable naked

images of PLAINTIFF that are part of PLAINTIFF'S medical record to be posted cm the Internet and to

be publicly associated with PLAINTIFF. As a result PLAINTIFF suffered and continues to suffer

invasion of privacy, injury in the form of personal humiliation, embarrassment, mental anguish,

emotional distress, anxiety, and lack of sleep.

64. DEFENDANTS' posting of personally identifiable naked picrtures of PLAINTIFF on

the Internet that were easily retrieved through the use of PLAINTIFF'S name as an intemet search term

also caused irreparable damage to PLAINTIFF'S personal and business reputaticm in the counties of

Alameda, San Mateo, Marin, and San Francisco because the Photographs on the intemet would have

been seen primarily by PLAINTIFF'S friends, family, clients, and prospective clients Aat reside in

those counties wdio conducted intemet searches relating to PLAINTIFF and her business.

HRST CAUSE-OF ACTION

INTRUSION INTO PRH^ATE i^FFAUlS

65:— PLiMNTIFF hereb)' incorporatos b)^ roforonoo paragraphs 1 61 abovo.

66. DEFENDANTS violated PLAINTIFF'S right to privacy.

63.- PLAINTIFF had a reasonablo expootntion of privao)' in poraonaliy identifiable

photographs of PLAINTIFF'S naked broasts and torso that >voro talccn by DEFEND;\NTS as part of

PLAINTIFF'S medical records. PLAINTIFF'S personally identifiable photographs (tlie

Thuiugraphs") stm part of PLAINTIFF'S medical records and thus constitute "protectad

individunlly idontifiablc health infonnation'' under section 160.103 ofinPAA. IIIPAA

regulations require valid patient authorization for the relcmac of protected health infonnation,

which includos patient photography for purposes beyond treatment, payment and healthcare

operations. Under section 16'1»508(c) of H1PAA» valid patient autfaeiigatious foi' use or

disclosure of protected health informatiee requires that the authoingaHon form have a

"description oLtbe informatioH to bo used or disclosed that identifiers the information in a-

specific and meaningful foshioni" and must place the individual patient on notice of **ttie
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changing ALC’s website. 

63, The above alleged conduct by DEFENDANT S cause personally identifiable naked 
images of PLAINTIFF that are part of PLAINTIFF’S medical record to be posted on the Internet and to 
be publicly associated with PLAINTIFF. As a rmult PLAINTIFF sufl‘ered and continua to sufi‘er 
invasion of privacy, injury in the form of personal humiliation, embarrassment, mental anguish, 

emofional distws, anxiety, and lack of sleep. 

64. DEFENDANT S’ posting of personally identifiable naked pictures of PLAINTIFF on 
the lntemet that were easily retrieved through the use of PLAINTIFF’s name as an intemet search term 
also caused irreparable damage to PLAINTIFF ’5 personal and businss reputation in the countim of 
Alameda, San Mateo, Man'n, and San Francisco because the Photographs on the intemet would have 

been seen primarily by PLAINTIFF ’5 friends, family, clients, and prospective clients that wide in 
those counties who conducted intemet searches relating to PLAINTIFF and her business. 
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iit<tividual*s right to revoke the authorization in wnting." PLAINTlFf thus had a reasonable

expectation of privacy regarding the disclosure and publication of the Photographa.

68. DEFEMDi'VNTS intontionQlly intruded in PLi\I>mFF's reofionablo oxpoctation of

privao^^ by Imowingly and intentionally publishing on the Internet personally identifiable

photographs of PLiMhrTIFF^s nolcod breasts and toroo that wore talcon by DEFENDAMTS as part ef

PLx\I>mFF's modiool rocords.

69. DEFENDANTS knowingly and intentionally published tho porsonaliy identifiablo

photographs of PLxMNTlFF's nolcod breasts and toroo on DEFENDANT ALC's website for marketing

purposes without PLi'VlNTIFF's authorization. As health care professionals, DR. LOPEZ and-

ALC Icncw that the individually identifiable Photographs constituted protected "indiviauaiiy

identifiable health information^^ under inPAA. DR-. LOPEZ and ALC Imew that they needed to

obtain valid authorization from PLx\INTlFF in order to publish or disclose tfie Photographs to

third pai'ties. DR. LOPEZ and ALC also Imcw that in order to obtain valid authoiization from

^tetr patients, they needed to have dtetr patients execute authorization forms that (1) contained a

"description of the information to be used or disclosed that identifies the information in a

specific and meaningful fashion," and (2) placed tho individual patient on notice of "the

individual's right to revoke the authorization in writing.^

76r- DR-. LOPEZ and ALC, however, failed to obtain a valid authoi'ization from

PLAINTIFF to use or publish the Photographs for marlteting purposes. Although DR. LOPEZ

and ALC made PLAINTIFF sign the "Photographic Consent^ foraa attached hereto as Exhibit

Ac5 they Imcw^ that the Photographic Consent form did not constitute a valid authorization under

section IditSOSCc) of lllPAA. DEFENDANTS intentionally drafted the Photographic Consent

Form to omit any language notifying PLxMNTlFF fliat DEFENDANTS^ publication of

plaintiff's Photographs would ake result in the disclosure of PLAlNTIFF^a other protected

individually identifiable health information; saeh aa PLAINTIFF^s name. Ae arestth;

DEFENDx\NTS Imew or were substantially certain diat they had not obtained valid

authorization from PLAINTIFF to release Photographs that eould be individually
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identified to PLuilNTlFF.

f^TT' DEFENDANTS loiomngly and intentionally mode the deciaion to include

PIjAINTI1''F*s name in ttw file nafnes that they osaigncd to the electronic files containing

PLAINTIFF*s Photographs, DEFENDiVNTS then manually entered PLAINTIFFS name into

the clecti^onic file names of PLAINTIFFS Photographs before saving the PLAINTIFFS

Photographs to DEFENDANTS^ electronic patient records. DEFENDiVNTS then Icno^^ngly and

intentionally posted the PLAINTIFFS Photographs to AJLCS website. Tho porsonolly identifiable

photographs of PLAINTIFFS naked broosto and torso were easily accessible te anyone whe conducted

aft Intomot search using PLAINTIFFS name as a cearch term:

72:— DEFENDANTS Icnew that the electronic file naineg for each of PLAINTIFFS

Photographs contained the name of PLAINTIFF. DEFENDANTS then knowingly a»d

intentionally posted PLAINTIFFS Photographs on ALC^s website. When DEFENDANTS

posted PLAINTIFFS Photographs to the photo gallery pages of ALCS website^ flie webaito

address fw each of PLAINTIFFS Photographs would display the electronic file name

PI AINTIFF^fl Photographs containing PLAINTIFF*s name. In addition, the electronic files for

PI iATNTTFF*s Photographs containing PLAINTIFF'S name could be vier^'cd and downloaded

from ALCS website.

72:— DEFENDANTS Imew or were substantially eeidain that as a result of posting

plaintiff's Photographs en ALCS websitC; tho weboito address for each of PLAIN i ll'I' S

Photographs would display the electronic file name of the Photograph containing PLAIN i'll' FS

name. DEFENDANTS Imew or wxrc substantially certain that the posting and publication of

PLAINTIFFS Photographs en ALCS website would result in the unauthorized disclosure of

PLAINTEFFS identifiable health information in violation eflllPAA. In addition^

DEFENDANTS knew or were substantially certain that publishing PLAINl LFF's Photographs

nn AT.r>n wnhniM wniilri nlinw tho. PTiAINTTFFS Photographs to appear a& search engine results

when PT lATNTfFF^9 name was entered as-a search tei'uis. DEFENDANTS thus intentionally

pasted individually identifiable PLAINTIFFS Photographs on AfeCS w^eboite for marlccting
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purposes without obtaining valid authorization from PLAINTIFF -as - -As

health euro providers governed by HIPAA, Afc€ and DR. LOPEZ loicw or were substantially

certain thatDEFENPANTS* publication efPLAINTITr^s unauthorized pci'sonally identifiable

Photographs en ALC's website would conatitutca prohibited diaclosurc of protected health

information under HIPAA in violation of PLAINTCFF^s medical privacy righto.

74:— Duo to DEFENDANTS* intentional conduct^ the website addrcaaca, or -UKJLs," far

the ALC wobsite gnller^'^ pages whore the Photographa were pootcd contained PLAIN lil' F^

nomoi The inclusion of PLADVTIFF^s name on the URLs containing the Photographa made the

images of PLAINTIFF'S bare breasts nnd-her torso Gcnrchablc on Interact search engines such

aa Googloy-tfaus-causing the Photographs to appear ao results when PLAIN i'li'T^s name was

entered as a search term. DEFENDx\NTS thus intentionally published personally identifiable

photographs of PLAINTIFF^s naked breasts and torso on the Internet without obtaining

PLAINTIFF'S authorization ao required by HIPAA.

75:— DBFENDi\NTS' intrusion would be highly offonoivo to a reasonable pcfson.

76:— PLx/VINTIFF suffered harm in tho form of porsonol humiliation, embarrassment, mental

anguish, emotional distress, anxiet;^-, lack of sloop, and damage to PLi\I>tl lFp8 personal and business

reputation.

77:— DEFENDi\hrrS' conduct was a-substantial factor in causing die above alleged harm to

PLxAJNTIFF.

78:— WHERFOPJ5, PLxM>rnFF rospootfully prays feat jmJgiueiil bo cntored against the

DEFENDx<VNTS for the followng:

a:— For actual damages past, prosont and future according to proof;

br- For ctatutory damages;

cr- Fey any and all applicable statutoiy interest, and pcnaltiea to which Plaintiffs

would-hfr entitled under otatutc^ m- an amount aeeording to proof;

e:— For such other roliof and further relief as-tho Court may deem proper.
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SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION

PUBLIC DISCLOSURE OF PRIVATE FACTS

79. PLAINTIFF hereby incorporates by reference paragraphs 1-64 above.

80. DEFENDANTS violated PLAINTIFF'S right to privacy.

81. DEFENDANTS publicized private information on the Intemet concerning PLAINTIFF

in the Conn of personally ideiUiftable photographs of PLAINTIFF'S naked breasts and torso that were

also part of PLAINTIFF'S [)rivate medical records.

82. A reasonable person in PLAINTIFF'S position would consider the publicity of

personally identifiable photograph.s of PLAINTIFF'S naked breasts and torso that were also part of

PLAINTIFF'S medical records to be highly offensive.

83. Tlie DEFENDANTS knew, or acted with reckless disregard of the fact, that a

reasonable person in PLAINTIFF'S position would consider the publicity of personally identifiable

photographs of PLAINTIFF'S naked breasts and torso that were also part of PLAINTIFF'S medical

records to be highly offensive.

84 PLAINTIFF never consented to have personally identifiable photographs of

PLAINTIFF'S naked breasts and torso published on the Intemet.

85. By publishing personally identifiable photographs of PLAINTIFF'S naked breasts and

torso published on the Intemet that could be easily retrieved through the use of PLAINTIFF'S name as

an Internet search temi, the personally identifiable photographs of PLAINTIFF'S naked body were

substantially certain to become public knowledge.

86. PLAINTIFF'S private information in the form of personally identifiable photographs of

PLAINTIFF'S naked breasts and torso tliat were also part of PLAINTIFF'S medical records was not of

legitimate public concern.

87. PLAINTIFF suffered harm in the form of personal humiliation, embarrassment, mental

anguish, emotional distress, artxiety, lack of sleep, and damage to PLAINTIFF'S personal and business

reputation.

88. DEFENDANTS' conduct was a substantial factor in causing the above-alleged harm to
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SECOND_CAUSE OF ACTION 
PUBLIC DLSCLOSURE OF PRIVATE FACTS
~ 

79. PLAINTIFF hereby incorporates by reference paragraphs 1-64 above. 
80. DEFENDANTS violated PLAINTIFF’S right to privacy. 
8]. DEFENDANTS publicized private information on the Intemet concerning PLAINTIFF 

in tha form of personally identifiable photographs of PLAIN'I’IFF’S naked breasts and torso that were 

also part of PLAINTIFF's private medical records. 

82‘ A reasonable person in PLAINTIFF'S position would consider the publicity of 
personally identifiabie photographs of PLAINTI FF’s naked breasts and torso that were also pan of 
PLAIN'I'IFF‘S medical records lo be highly offensive. 

83. The DEF ENDANTS knew, or acted with recklms disregard of the fact, that a 

reasonable person in PLAINTIFF‘S position would consider the publicity of personally identifiable 

photographs of PLAINTIFF'S nakcd breasts and lorso that were also part of PLAIN'l'IFF’s medical 

records to be highly offensive 

84 PLAINTIFF never consented [0 have personally identifiable photographs of 
PLAINTIFF ’s naked breasts and torso publishedjzthe Intemel, 

85. By publishing personally identifiable photographs ofPLAINTlFF’s naked breasts and 

torso published on the lnlemcl lhal could be easily retrieved through the use of PLAINTIFF’S name as 

an lntemet search term, the personally identifiable photographs of PLAINTIFF’S naked body were 

substantially certain to become public knowledge. 

86. PLAINTIFF ’s private informmion in the form of personally identifiable photographs of 
PLAINTIFF’S naked breasts and torso that were also part of PLAINTIFF '5 medical records was not of 

legitimate public concern. 

87. PLAINTIFF suffered ham in lhc form of personal humiliation, embarrassment, mental 
anguish, emotional distress, axuiety, lack of sleep, and damage to PLAINTIFF ’5 personal and business 

reputation. 

88. DEFENDANTS‘ conduct was a substantial factor in causing the above-alleged harm to 
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PLAINTIFF.

89. WHERFORE, PLAINTIFF respectfully prays that judgment be entered against the

DEFENDANTS for die following:

a. For actual damages past, present and future according to proof;

b. For statutory damages;

c« For any and all applicable statutory interest, and penalties to which FlaintifTs

would be en tided under statute, in an amount according to proof;

d. For costs of suit herein incurred;

e. For such other relief and further relief as the Court may deem proper.

TfflRD CAUSE OF ACTION

APPROPRIATION OF NAME OR LIKENESS

PLAINTIFF hereby incorporates by reference paragraphs 1-64 above.

DEFENDANTS violated PLAINTIFF'S right to privacy.

DEFENDANTS used PLAINTIFF'S name, likeness, and identity without her

DEFENDANTS gained a commercial benefit by using PLAINTIFF'S name, likeness.

90.

91.

92.

permission.

93.

and identity.

94. DEFENDANTS posted personally identifiable pictures of PLAINTIFF'S naked breasts

and torso on ALC's website for marketing purposes.

95. PLAINTIFF never consented to have personally identifiable pictures of her naked body

posted on DR. LOPEZ's and ALC's website for marketing purposes.

96. PLAINTIFF suffered harm in the form of personal humiliation, embarrassment, mental

anguish, emotional distress, anxiety, lack of sleep, and damage to PLAINTIFF'S personal and business

reputation.

97. DEFENDANTS' conduct was a substantial factor in causing the above-alleged harm to

PLAINTIFF.

98. The privacy interests of PLAINTIFF outweigh the public interest served by

-_ 2^
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PLAINTIFF. 

89. WHERFORE, PLAINTIFF respectfully prays that judgment be entered against the 
DEFENDANT S for the following: 

a. For actual damages past, present and future according to proof; 

b. For statutory damages; 

c. For any and all applicable statutory interest, and penalties to which Plaintiffs 

would be entided under statute, in an amount according to proof; 

d. For costs ofsuit herein incurred; 

e, For such other relief and further relief as the Court may deem proper. 

IHI‘LDQAQSE 9F ACTIQN 
APPROPRIATLCM OF NAME OR LHCENESS 

90. PLAINTIFF hereby incorporates by reference paragraphs 1-64 above, 

91. DEFENDANTS violated PLAINTIFF’S right to privacy. 
92. DEFENDANT S used PLAFNTIFF’s name, likenfis, and identity without her 

permission. 

93. DEFENDANT S gained a commercial beK-‘eflt by using PLATNTIFF’s name, likeness, 
and identity. 

94. DEFENDANT S posted personally identifiable pictures of PLAINTIFF ’s naked breasts 
and torso on ALC’s website for marketing purposm. 

95. PLAINTIFF never consented to have personally identifiable picturm of her naked body 

posted on DR. LOPEZ’s and ALC’s website for marketing purposes 

96. PLAINTIFF suffered harm in the form of personal humiliation, embarrassment, mental 

anguish, emotional distress, anxiety, lack of sleep, and damage to PLAINTXFF‘S personal and businxs 

reputation. 

97. DEFENDANTS’ conduct was a substantial factor in causing the above-alleged harm to 
PLAINTIFF. 

98. The privacy interacts of PLAINTIFF outweigh the public interact served by 
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DEFENDANTS' use of her name, likeness, and identity.

99. WHERFORE, PLAINTIFF respectfully prays that judgment be entered against the

DEFENDANTS for the following:

a. For actual damages past, present and future according to proof,

b. For statutory damages;

c. For any and all applicable statutory interest, and penalties to which Plaintiffs

would be entitied under statute, in an amount according to proof;

d. For costs of suit herein incurred;

e. For such other relief and further relief as the Court may deem proper.

FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION

USE-OFNAME OR LIKENESS = CAI Ji ORNIA efVffc OOBE ̂3344

160:— PLAIhrriFF hereby inoorporotoo b>^ roforonco paragraphs 1 61 above.

fOt— DEFENDAhfTS violated PL^MT^rflFF's right to privacy.

162:— DEFENDANTS Icnowingly and intentionally used PLAINTIFF'S name, likeness, and

identity for advertising and marketing purposos on DCFCNDA>'1TS' website vyithout PLADJTIFF's

permissicm-.

103:— DEFEND.tANTS' of PLiMFrTIFF's name, lilconeoo, and identity not occur irt

connection •svidi news, public affaire, or Dports broadoost or aooount, or with a political campaign.

104:— DEFENDANTS did not have PLAINTIFF'S consent to use her name, likeness, or

identity. PLi\IN'nFF*s personally identifiable photographs (the "Photographs) are pai t of

PLAJNTlFF^s medical records and thus constitute protected "individually identifiable health

information" under section 160*103 of HIPAA. IIIPAA I'egulations require valid patient

authorization for the release of protected hcalfli infonnation, which includes patient

photography for purposes beyond treatment, payment and healthcare operations. DR. LOPE&

and ALC also Imew that in order to obtain valid authorization from their patients, they needed

to havo their patients oiaicuto authorization forms that (1) contained a "description of the

information to bo used or disclosed that identifies the inforinatiuu in a specific and meaningftd
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DEFENDANTS’ use of her name, likenas, and identity. 
99. WPIERFORE, PLAINTIFF rmpectfully prays that judgment be entered against the 

DEFENDANT S for the following: 
a For actual damages past, pment and future according to plfiofi 
b. For statutory damagas; 

c. For any and all applicable statutory interest, and penalties to which Plaintiffs 

would be entitled under statute, in an amount according to proof; 
d. For costs of suit herein incurred; 

e. For such other relief and further relief as the Court may deem propel: 

WW 
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fashion," and (2) placed tfac individual patient on notice oF"ihe individual's right to revolte the

authorization in wiitiiig." LOPEZ aa4 ALC, however^ foiled to obtain a valid

authorization from PLAINTIFF to use or publish tfac Photographs for marketing purpoacst

made PLAINTIFF sign the ̂ Photographic Consent" form that

informed PLAINTIFF that DEFENDANTS intended to use the Photographs for advci'tising

purposes, they Imov that the Photographic Consent fonn did not constitute a valid authorization

under section 164^08(c) of lUPAAr DEFENDANTS intentionally drafted the consent fown to

^ omit any languago notifying PLxVIN'i'lp y that DEFENDANTS* publication of PLAINTIFFS

Photographs wotd4 also result in the disclosure of PLAINTIFFS other protected indmdually

identifiable health information, such as PIjAINT1I''F*s name and (2) materially mislead

PLAINTIFF by erroneously stating that she did not have a right to revolcc her consent i\s a

result, DEFENDANTS Icnew or were substantially certain that they had not obtained valid

authorization from PLAINTIFF to release PLAJNTIFF^s Photographs that could bo individually

identified to PLAINTIFF. PLAINTIFF never authorized DEFENDANTS to disclose her oome^

protected health infoiTOation, or personally identifiable photographs.

165:— DEFENDANTS' usoof PLiMbMl-bF'^ namo, litconoss, and idcntitji' was dirootly

connected to DEFENDANTS' commorciai purpooe-ef advortising and maiicoting on website.

DEFENDiAbfTS luiowingly and intentionally posted personally idontifiablo pioturoo of PL.t\I>mFF'3

nolcod broasts and ^\LC'3 ̂Yoboito for markoting purposes

106;— DEFENDANTS informed PLiAINTlFF in the Photographic Consent Form»

attached hereto as Exhibit A, that they intended to use PLAINTIFF^s photographs for

advcitising, trade, and marltcting purposes.

107:— DEFENDANTS loio^'ingly and intentionally made the decision to include

PLAINTIFF'S Bfttnein the file names that thc}^ assigned to the clcctronie files containing

PLMNTIFF^s Photographs. DEFENDANTS then manually entered PLAINTIFF^s name into

the electronic file names of PLAINTIFFS Photographs before saving the PLAINTIFF^s

Photographs to DEFENDANTS' electronic patient records. DEFENDANTS knew that the

-25-
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cicctronic file muiies forcnch of PLAINTlFF^a Photographs contained Uic name or PLAINTIFF?

DEFENDANTS then Imowingly and intcationftlly posted PLAfNTIFF*s Photographs on ALC's

website. \Micn DEFENDANTS pootcd PLAINTIFF^s Photogi'apha to the photo gallery pagea of

ALC's website, the website address for each of PLuVINTrFF'a Pliotographs would tliapl.iy the

clccti'ouie file name PLAINTrFF^a Photogrnphs coutjiiiiing PLAfNTlFF'a name. In addition.

the electi'onie files for PLALNTIFF^s Photogmplis containing PLAFNTTFF^s name could be

viewed and downloaded from ALC^a website.

108. DEFENDANTS Imcw or wcik; substantially cci'tniii (hat ;u a ixault of po.-iling

PLAlNTIFF^s PliOtogi'Mphs on Al.C^a website, tlio website rtddi'cas for oieli of PIj.AINTIFF^

Photogrnphs wouid dispbiy the electronic file name of tiic Photograph coiiOiiniiig PLAINTIFl-"'3

iiainc. DEFENDANTS kticvv or wei'c substmitiitUy cci'ttiiii tha( the poafiiig and publicatton oT

PLAINT!FF^s personally identifiable Photogi'apiis on ALC^a wcb.sitc would result in fhc

unauthorized diaclosure of PLAINTIFF^s identifiable health infoiwiatioM in ̂ ■iolation oriUPAA.

In addition, DEFENDANTS Imcw or were substantially certain that publishing PliAINTIFF''s

Photogrnphfl on ALC*3 website would allow the PLAINTIFF'S Photographs to appear as search

engine results when PLAINTIFF^s niunc was entci-ed as a search terms. DEFENDANTS thus

Itnowingly and intentionally posted individually identifiable Photographs of PLAINTIFF on

ALC^a website Foi' niarhcting purposes without obtaining valid iuithorization from PLAINTIFF

as required by HIPAA. DEFENDANTS Imew or were substantially certain that tbcy weit tiaing

PLAINTlFF^s i'cai namej likeness, and identity as a result of thcii' intc-ntioual publication of

PLAINTIFF^s personally identifiable Photographs for marlicting purposes on ALC-s website

galloiy page.

■^09^ PLAINTIFF novor consented to have porsonnlly identinable pictures orher naked body

postod on DR. LOPEZ'a and ALC's website for marketing purposes.

++0:—PLAINTIFF'sufTcrcd harm in die Fomi of personal humihalion. cinbarrasjmcaU mental

anguish, emotional distross, onxioty, lack ofslcop, and damage to PLAINTIFF'S personal aad bustneaa

reputation.

26-
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111. DEFENDANTS' conduct woa a substantial factor in cauaing the above olloged harm to

PLArNTIFF.

+42:—The privacy intcrcstD of PLAINTIFF outv»^cigh the public intcroot sorvcd by

DEFENDANTS' uso oFhor namo, lilconcaa, and idontit^^

442:—VN^IERFQRE, PLAINTIFF rcopcctfully prays that judgment bo ontorod Qgoinjt tho

DEFCNDi\NTS fortho following:

ft:—For actual damogoo pnjt. prooont and fiiturc aocording to proof;

fe:—For punitivo dnmogos;

—For atntutor>' damagoa;

4:—For any and all applicablo statutory' intcrcot, ponoltica, rcosonoblo attomo>'o' foca

tind/or co3b uhioh Plaintiffs would bo cntitlod undor 3tatuto, in on amount

ncoording to prool';

e-.—For cojtg of suil herein incurrod;

f—For sucli oiiior roliorond furthor reliof as the Court may doom proper.,

FIFTH CAUSE OF ACTION

NEGLIGENCE

114. PLAINTIFF hereby incorporates by reference paragraphs 1-64 above.

115. PLAINTIFF was harmed by DEFENDANTS* neglig«ice.

116. DEFENDANTS were negligent in allowing personally identifiable photographs of

PLAINTIFF'S naked breasts and torso from PLAINTIFF'S medical records to be posted on

DEFENDANTS' website and published on tlie Internet.

117. DEFENDANTS failed to use reasonable care in developing and implementing

procedures to prevent the personally identifiable naked pictures of PLAINTIFF and other patients of

ALC from being posted on ALCVs website and published on the IntemeL

1 18. PLAINTIFF suffered harm in the form of personal humiliation, embarrassment, mental

anguish, emotional distress, anxiety, lack of sleep, and damage to PLAINTIFF'S personal and business

repulatioa

St COKO AMENltF.I> VERIFIED COMPLAINT
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l 14. PLAINTIFF hereby incorporates by reference paragraphs 1-64 above. 

115. PLAINTIFF was harmed by DEF ENDANT S’ negligence. 
l 16. DEFENDANTS were negligent in allowing personally identifiable photographs of 

PLAINTI'FF'S naked breasts and torso from PLAlNTlI-‘F’s medical records to be posted on 

DEF ENDANTS' website and published on the lulemet. 
1 l7, DEF ENDANTS failed to use reasonable care in developing and implementing 

procedurw to prevent the personally identifiable naked pic’mrw of PLAINTIFF and other patients of 

ALC from being poswd on ALC’s website and published on the Internet. 
‘ 

l 
1 IX. PLAINTIFF suffered harm in the form of personal humiliation, embarrassment, mental 

anguish, emotional distress, anxiety, lack of slwp, and damage to PLAINTIFF’S personal and businws 

reputation 
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119. DEFENDANTS' negligence was a substantial factor in causing the above-alleged harm

to PLAINTIFF.

120. WHERFORE, PLAINTIFF respectfully prays that judgment be entered against the

DEFENDANTS for the following:

a. For actual damages past, present and future according to proof;

b. For statutely damages;

c. For any and all applicable statutory interest, and penalties to which Plaintiffs

would be entitled under statute, in an amount according to proof;

d. For costs of suit herein incurred;

e. For such other relief and further relief as the Court may deem proper.

SIXTH CAUSE OF ACTION

NEGLIGENT INFLICTION OF EMOTIONAL DISTRESS

121. PLAINTIFF hereby incorporates by reference paragraphs 1-64 above.

122. DEFENDANTS caused PLAINTIFF to suffer serious emotional distress.

123. DEFENDANTS were negligent in allowing personally identifiable photographs of

PLAINTIFF'S naked breasts and torso from PLAINTIFF'S medical records to be posted on

DEFENDANTS' website and published on the Internet.

124. DEFENDANTS failed to use reasonable care in developing and implementing

procedures to prevent the personally identifiable naked pictures of PLAINTIFF and other patients of

ALC from being posted on ALC's website and published on the Intemet.

125. PLAINTIFF suffered serious emotional distress in the form of suffering, anguish, fright,

horror, nervousness, anxiety, worry, shock, humiliation, shame, and embarrassment.

126. DEFH^ANTS' conduct was a substantial factor in causing PLAINTIFF'S serious

emotional distress.

127. WHERFORE, PLAINTIFF respectfully prays that judgment be entered against the

DEFENDANTS for the following:

a. For actual damages past, present and future according to proof;

^28j
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1 19. DEFENDANT S’ negligence was a substantial factor in causing the above-alleged harm 
to PLAINTIFF. 

120. WHERFORE, PLAINTIFF mpectfully prays that judgment be entered against the 
DEFENDANT S for the following: 

a For actual damages past, present and future according to proof; 

b. For statutory damages; 

c. For any and all applicable statutory interest, and penalties to which Plaintiffs 

would be entitled under statute, in an amount according to proof; 

d. For costs of suit herein incurred; 

e. For such other relief and further relief as the Court may deem proper. 

SIXTH CAUSE OF ACTION 
MGENT INFLICTION OF EMOTIONAL DISTRESS 

121. PLAINTIFF hereby incorporates by reference paragraphs 1-64 above. 

122. DEFENDANTS caused PLAINTIFF to suffer serious emotional distress. 
123. DEFENDANT S were negligent in allowing personally identifiable photographs of 

PLAINTIFF’S naked breasand torso from PLAINTIFF '5 medical records to be posted; 
DEFENDANTS’ website and published on the Internet. 

124. DEFENDANTS failed to use reasonable care in developing and implementing 
procedurms to prevent the personally identifiable naked picturw of PLAINTIFF and other patients of 

ALC from being posted on ALC’S website and published on the Internet. 
125. PLAINTIFF suffered serious emotional dishws in the form of suffering, anguish, fright, 

horror, nervousnws, anxiety, worry, shock, hmniliafion, shame, and embarrassment. 

126. DEFENDANT S’ conduct was a substantial factor in causing PLAINTIFF’S sen'ous 
emotional distrms‘ 

127. WHERFORE, PLAINTIFF respectfully prays that judgment be entered against the 
DEFENDANT S for the following: 

a. For actual damages past, present and future according to proof; 
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b. For statutory damages;

c. For any and all applicable statutoiy interest, and penalties to wiiich Plaintiffe would

be entitled under statute, in an amount according to proof;

d. For costs of suit herein incurred;

e. For such other relief and further relief as the Court may deem proper.

SEVENTH CAUSE OF ACTION

BREACH OF FIDUCIARY DUTY - DEFENDANTS DR. LOPEZ AND ALC

128. PLAINTIFF hereby incorporates reference paragraphs 1-64 above

129. At all pertinent times, DR. LOPEZ and ALC were PLAINTIFF'S physicians and as a

result DR. LOPEZ and ALC owe a fiduciary duty to their patient, PLAINTIFF. DR LOPEZ and ALC

thus had a fiduciary duty to act with the utmost good faith in the best interests of PLAINTIFF.

130. DR. LOPEZ and ALC failed to meet the standard of care for preventing the negligent

release of PLAINTIFF'S private medical information. The negligence of DR LOPEZ and ALC caused

personally identifiable naked photographs of PLAINTIFF'S breasts and torso, which were part of

plaintiff's private medical records, to be published on the Internet. DR LOPEZ and ALC thus

failed to act as a reasonably careful physician would have acted in safeguarding die privacy and

confidentiality of PLAINTIFF'S medical records.

131. PLAINTIFF suffered harm in the form of personal humiliation, embarrassment, mental

anguish, emotional distress, anxiety, lack of sleep, damage to PLAINTIFF'S personal and business

reputation.

132. DR LOPEZ and ALC's negligence was a substantial factor in causing the above-

alleged harm to PLAINTIFF.

133. WHERFORE, PLAINTIFF respectfully prays that judgment be entered against the

DEFENDANTS Dr. LOPEZ and ALC for the following:

a. For actual damages past, present and future according to proof;

b. For statutory damages;

c. For any and lUl applicable statutory interest, and penalties to which PlaintifTs
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b. For statutory damages; 

c. For any and all applicable statutory interat, and penaltia to which Plaintiffs would 

be entitled under statute, in an amount according to proof; 

d. For costs of suit herein incurred; 

e. For such other relief and further relief as the Court may deem proper. 

SEVENTH CAUSE OF ACTION 
BEACH OF FIDUCIARY DUTY - DEFENDANTS DR LOPEZ AND ALC 

128. PLAINTIFF hereby incorporatcs by reference paragraphs 1-64 above 

129. At all peninent timw, DR LOPEZ and ALC were PLAINTIFF’s physicians and as a 

result DR. LOPEZ and ALC owe a fiduciary duty to their patient, PLAINTIFF. DR. LOPEZ and ALC 
thus had a fiduciary duty to act with the utmost good faith in the bat interests of PLAINTIFF. 

130. DR LOPEZ and ALC failed to meet the standard ofcare for preventing the negligent 
release of PLAINTIFF ’5 private medical information. The negligence of DR LOPEZ and ALC caused 
personally identifiable naked photographs of PLAINTIFF’s breasts and torso, which were part of 

PLAINTIFF‘s private medical records, to be published on the Internet. DR LOPEZ and ALC thus 
faileéi to act as a reasonably cmemhysician would have acted in safeguarding the privacy and— 

confidentiality of PLAINTIF F’s medical records. 

131. PLAINTIFF suffered harm in the form of personal humiliation, embarrassment, mental 

anguish, emotional distress, anxiety, lack of sleep, damage to PLAINTIFF ’5 personal and busineSS 

reputation. 

132. DR LOPEZ and ALC’s negligence was a substantial factor in causing the above- 
alleged harm to PLAINTIFF. 

133. WHERFORE, PLAINTIFF respectfully prays that judgment be entered against the 
DEFENDANT S Dr. LOPEZ and ALC for the following: 

a. For actual damages past, present and future according to proof; 

b. For statutory damags; 

c. For any and all applicable statutory interest, and penalties to which Plaintiffs 
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would be entitled under statute, in an amount according to proof;

d. For costs of suit herein incurred;

e. For such other relief and further relief as the Court may deem proper.

EIGHTH CAUSE OF ACTION

MEDICAL MALPRACTICE/NEGLIGENCE - DEFENDANTS DR. LOPEZ AND ALC

134. PLAINTIFF hereby incorporates by reference paragraphs 1-64 above

135. PLAINTIFF was harmed by the negligence of DEFENDANTS DR. LOPEZ and ALC.

136. DR. LOPEZ and ALC were negligent because they failed to use the skill, knowledge,

and care that other reasonably careful cosmetic surgeons would use in the same or similar

circumstances, otherwise known as the "standard of care."

137. DR. LOPEZ and ALC failed to meet the standard of care for preventing the negligent

release of PLAINTIFF'S private medical information. The negligence of DR LOPEZ and ALC caused

personally identifiable naked photographs of PLAINTIFF'S breasts and torso, which were pan of

plaintiff's private medical records, to be published on the Internet.

138. DR. LOPEZ and ALC were negligent and failed to meet the standard of care for

developing and implementing procedures to prevent the personally identifiable naked pictures of

PLAINTIFF and other patients of ALC from being posted on ALC's website and published on the

Internet.

139. PLAINTIFF suffered harm in the form of personal humiliation, embarrassment, mental

anguish, emotional distress, anxietj', lack of sleep, and damage to PLAINTIFF'S personal and business

reputation.

140. DR LOPEZ'S and ALC's negligence was a substantial factor in causing the above-

alleged harm to PLAINTIFF

141. WHERFORE, PLAINTIFF respectfully pr^s that judgment be entered against the

DEFENDANTS Dr. LOPEZ and ALC for the following:

a. For actual damages past, present and future according to proof;

b. For statutory damages;
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would be entitled under statute, in an amount according to proof; 

d, For costs of suit herein incurred; 

e. For such other relief and further relief as the Court may deem proper 

EIGHTH CAUSE OF ACTION 
MEDICAL MALPRACTICE/NEGLIGENCE — DEF ENDANTS DR. LOPEZ AND_ALC 
134. PLAINTIFF hereby incorporates by reference paragraphs 1-64 above. 

135. PLAINTIFF was harmed by the negligence ofDEFENDANTS DR LOPEZ and ALC. 
136. DR. LOPEZ and ALC were negligent because they failed to use the skill, knowledge, 

and care that other reasonably careful cosmetic surgeons would use in the same or similar 

circumstances, otherwise known as the “standard of care.” 

137. DR LOPEZ and ALC failed to meet the standard of care for prevailing the negligent 
release of PLAINTIFF ’5 private medical information. The negligence of DR LOPEZ and ALC caused 
personally identifiable naked photographs of PLAINTIFF ‘s breasts and torso, which were part of 

PLAINTIFF ’5 private medical records, to be published on the [ntemet 

138. DR. LOPEZ and ALC were negligent and failed to meet the standard ofcare for 
developing and implementing procedurglo prevent the personally identifiable naked pictures of 

PLAINTIFF and other patients of ALC from being posted on ALC‘s website and published on the 
Internet. 

139. PLAINTIFF sufi'ered harm in the form of personal humiliation, embarrassment, mental 

anguish, emotional distms, anxiety, lack of sleep, and damage to PLAINTIFF’s personal and businss 

reputation. 

140. DR LOPEZ’s and ALC’s negligence was a substantial factor in causing the above- 
alleged harm to PLAINTIFF 

141, WHERFORE, PLAINTIFF respectfm prays that judgment be entered against the 
DEFENDANT S Dr. LOPEZ and ALC for the following: 

a. For actual damages past, present and future according to proof; 

b. For statutory damages; 
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c. For any and all applicable statutory interest, and penalties to which PlaintilTs

would be entided under statute, in an amount according to proof;

d. For costs of suit herein incurred;

e. For such other relief and further relief as the Court may deem proper.

mmi action

PREACH OF CQNTILiCT = DEFEIVnANTS DR. LOPEZtANB 7tf:€

142. PL.t'MNTIFF hereby incorporotoo b)^ roforonoo paragraphs 1 obovo.

— The Photographic Consont Form attached hci'cto as Exiiibit A constitutes a

contract bot^vocn PL^UNTIFF and DEFENDANTS DR. LOPEZ««d ALC. On Mai eh 28,2013,

DEFENDANTS DR« LOPEZ and ALC proposed the tei-ms of the contract by presenting

PLAFNTIFF with the Photographic Consent Form that contains all of the conh'act teniis. Aftei

rev iewing the contract tcrma proposed by DR. LOPEZ and ALC in tlie Photographic Consent

Foim, PLAINTIFF accepted the proposed contract by signing the Photographic Consent fonn

OH March 28^ 2013t The terms of the Photographic Consent Form clearly define the tci'tns of the

contract in that they define what the parties are required to da under the contract.

144. The contract bct^vccn the parties aa defined by the Photographic Consent Foi ui

required PLAINTIFF to authorize DR. LOPEZ and Afc€ ta me, exhibit, and publish through

any medium nil of the Photographs thcj^ take or order of any part of PLAINTIFF^s htwiy for

with their research, writing, professional activities, advei-tising purposes,purposes m

ay purposes of tradei

145. la exchange for PLAINTIFFS authorization to use; exhibit, and publish the

Photographs of PLillNTIFF under the contract^ DIL LOPEZ and ALC were requu-ed to refrain

from using5 exhibiting^ or publishing PLAINI LFF^s name or likeness outside of the seape

explicitly defined in the Photographie Consent Foim. The language of the Photographic Consent

Form of DR. LOPEZES and ALC^ use or da

image or lihonoss to the Photographs they talcc or order of PLAINTIFF^s body. Nothing in tlie

contract authorized DR^ LOPEZ and ALC ta use PLAINTIFF^s name, voice, or individually

-31-
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c. For any and all applicable statutory interest, and penalties to which Plaintiffs 
would be entitled under statute, in an amount according to proof; 

d. For costs of suit herein incurred; 

e. For such other relief and further relief as the Court may deem proper. NE GA-USE—G-FW 
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identifiable health infownation in eonncction^vith-feewe or* disclosure of PLAINTII''l^

Photographs* The Photographic Consent-Fetm dees not grant DR. LOPEZ and consent to

disclose an)'' of PLAINTIFF*s protected individually identifiable health iiifoiuiAtiou that could be

used to idcntif}^ PLAINTIFF as the oubjcet of the Photographs.

i46:— The Photographic Consent Fettn dees not contain any language autlioiiring DR.

LOPEZ and Afc€ disclose PLAINTITF^s name or any of PLAIN lli' Ps protected hidividuall>

identifiable health information. The Photographs of PLAJNTIFF constitute the only foi m of

PLAINTIFF^s likonoss for which «se er disclosure is authorized under the plain temts of the

Photo Consent Fown. Any disclosure by DR:. LOPEZ and Afc€ ef PLArM'tPF^s name or

protected individually idcntifinble health infomiation not only constitutes a breach of the

contract under the terms of die Photographic Consent Form, but it also constitutes an unlawful

violationrof the H1P*\A Privacy Rule for impermissible and unauthorized disclosures of

protected health information under IHPAA sections 160.103, 164,502 and 164,508. Under

HIPAx\ Section ISi.SOS^ DR. LOPEZ and Ab€ cannot disclose PLAINTIFF^s name ov any other

protected individually identifiable health informatioii without first obtaining araHd

authorization that specifically describes the exact type of protected individually ideutifiable

health informatioH seek to disclose. Because there is no lawful way to disclose

PLAINTIFF*3 name er protected health infoiTOation wifiicut violating IIIPAA, the only way that

DR* LOPEZ and ALC em publish the Photographs without -violating HXPAA or breaching the

contract between the parties is by publishing or disclosing only the Photographs specifically

referred to in the Photographic Consent Form without also disclosing PLAINTIFF'S name or

other protected individually identifiable health information.

147. Qirer about May DEFENDANTS published PLAINTIFF*s Photographs

oa ALC*s website gallery page for commereiah marlicting, and advei'tising purposes. When

DEFENDANTS pested PLAINTIFF^s Photograplis to the photo gallery pages of Afc€^ website,

the website address for each of PLAINTIFF^s Photographs would display the electi'ouic file

name PLAINTIFF'S Photographs containing PLAINTIFF'S name. In addition, the electronic

SECOND AMENDED VERfflED COMPLAINT
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name PLAINTIFF: Photographs containing PLAINTIFF’s name. In addition, the electronic 
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■files for PLAINTIFF*3 Photographs containing PLAIN i'll'F^s name could %€ viewed and

downloaded from ALC^s wcboitot

— The tcrmo of the contract under the Photo Conacnt form do not authoiize. fite May

30f 2013vdisclosuro by DR^ LOPEZ oad AfeC ef rLAINTirX''^s name and PLAINTIFF^s

protected indmdually identifiable health information. This unautfaoriaicd discloaure conatitutea

a broach of the contract under the terms of the Photo Consait Form.

H9:— Due to DEFENDANTS* breach of the conti'act, the webaitc addixiaaea, or **UKLs,"

fef the ALC website gallery pages where the Photographs were posted contained PLAINTIFF's

name. The inclusion of PLAINTIFF^s name on the URLs containing the Photographs made the

images of PLx\INTIFF*s bare breasts and her torso aearehable on Internet search engines such

as-Google^-tfaus causing the Photographs to appear as- results when PLAINTii^P^ name was

entered as a search tei m. /

1-56:— DEFENDA>rrS DPu LOPEZ and ALC broaohod the Contract when they published

personally idontifiablo photographs of PLi^JT'JTIFF^G nalccd broosts and torso on the Internet, which

was prohibited under the Contract.

¥5^.— PLAIbmFF was harmod b)^ the broach of the Contract by DlI'LNDANTS DR. LOPEZ

ALC. PLiMN l lFF suffered harm in tho form of personal humiliation, embarrassment, mental

anguish, emotional distress, amciot^^ lack of sloop, damage te PLiMNTIFF's personal and business

reputation, and loss of profits for PLi\D^mFF's businoss.

1-52:— WHEPJFOPJE, PfcAINHFF respectfully prays that judgiiieiit bo entered against the

DEFENDAMTS DP.. LOPEZ and ALG for the foHowmgt

a:— For actual damagoo past, present and future according to proof;

br- For spooiol and general domngos, past, present and future according to proof,

cr- For loss of profits

dr- For any and oil applicable statutory interest^ and penalties to which Plaintifls

would be entitled under statute^ in- an amount accordmg to proofj

e. For costs of suit herein incurred,
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fr For such other relief and fiutlier relief as the Court may deem proper.

PRAYER FOR RELEIF

Plaintiffs pray for the following relief:

1. For actual damages past, present and future according to proof:

2. For special and general damages, past, present and future according to proof;

3. For loss of profits;

4. For punitive damages;

5. For statutory damages;

6. For any and all applicable statutory interest, penalties, reasonable attorneys' fees and/or

costs to which Plaintiffs would be entitled under statute, in an amount according to

proof;

7. For costs of suit herein incurred;

8. For such other relief and further relief as the Court may deem proper.

DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL

Plaintiff hereby demands a trial by jury in this actiocL

DATED: February 9,2015

KASPAR LAW

By^
ARVIN C. LUGAY
Attom^s for Plaintiff JANE DOE

34-
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Plaintiffs pray for the following relief: 

1. 

95‘1“?!" 

— ' 'Plainfiffhemby demands a trial by» jury in this action. —‘ 

DATED: February 9, 2015 

f.‘W. 
EA! L]! R FOR RELEIF 

For actual damages past, present and future according to proof; 

For special and general damages, past, present and future according to proof; 

For loss of profits; 

For punitive damages; 

For statutory damages; 

For any and all applicable statutory interest, penalties, reasonable atmmeys’ fees and/or 

costs to which Plaintiffs would be entitled under statute, in an amount according to 

proof; 

For costs of suit herein incurred; 

For such other relief and further relief as the Coun may deem pmpcr. 

DEMéfl FDR JURY TRIAL 

KASPAR LAW 

By KRV [NEIL-16W —‘_ 
Attorneys for Plaintifl’ JANE DOE 
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The imdersignedj for herself declares:

I am die Plaintiff in the above-titled action. I have read the foregoing complaint and know the contents

thereof With respect to the causes of action alleged by me, the same is true by my own knowledge,

except as to those matters, which are therein stated on information and belief and, as to those matters,

I believe them to be true.

I declare under penalty of pegury under the laws of tije State of C^ifomia, that the foregoing is

true and correct

r»S_£llS

02/08/2015 12:55
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The undersigned, for herself declares: 

H I am the Plaintifi' in the above-titled action. I have read the foregoing complaint and know the contents 

thereofl With respect to the causw of action alleged by me, the same is true by my own knowledge, 

L 

except as to those matters, which are therein stated on infofmation and belief, and, as ‘0 those matters, 

I believe them to be true. 

I declare undcr penalty of pexjm'y under the laws of the State of California, that the foregoing is 

true and correct. 

A 'DOE 
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Aesttietic Laser Center
6081 N. First Street, Suite 101

Fresno, OA 93710
Tel. 559-440-9024
Fax. 559-440-9027

/  . tha-. any n-j piioiograyKv [a>:cc or ordered by 0,iirs Lcpe- \LD. of
any part ofmy hody, whether originals or reproductions, may bo utilized for such
puTtos^ rire mrty dosim in connection rviU. her research, nnrring. professional activihes,
anrfihay he used.crhibitcd.aud pubiished through rmy medium whatsoever as par. of or

, r, in^cpttpccUon with her mseanrh. writing professional activities, even thmrgh sWuie
may be for advertising purposes or pntposes' of trade. This consent is not tctectablT
dtlier by oral or written means and stands for ail time until Ibe end of the world. I cerrify
tliat f have read and understand the aforementioned

tJonsent to the foregoing. .—v.

aticnt*s Si^ature

and sign my name below giving
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Aesthetic Laser Center 
01 m m Q5] CV}: 6081 N. First Street, Suite 101 

Fresno, CA 93710 h VT' 
Tel. 559440-9024 
Fax. 559440-9027 

any part ofmy body, whether originals 9r croduclions, may be utilized for such 
rpurposcs she may desire in conncction with hzr rcseazcn Writing, professional activities 
und'n'lay be used,‘ cxkfibitcd and published through nnv nwdium \vhalsocve: as pan ofor 
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in coxujcction with her research, wn'luxg and pmfcsxioual activities, cvcn tbo‘ugh such usc 
may be for advnnising purposes or purposes oftmdc. This consent is not retractable 
cithcr by oral or written means and stands fer all time until lhc and otc world I certify 
that I have read and understand the aforementioned and Sign my name below giving 
consent to Lhé foregoing. 
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iMessage
2013-08-15 16 32 00 (PST) (1]
Sender Mandi Stidwell (f4l5) 471-5177 )
Participants Mandi Shllwell ((415) 471-5177 ). Setf {(559) 259-7252 )

Wait I cant be there unttt about 10-10^ ̂

iMessage
2013-08-15 18:34:08 (PST) p]
Sender Mandi StIllweH ((415) 471-5177)
Participants. Mandi Stillwell ((415) 471-5177 ). Self ((559) 259-7252 )

(1) 2013-08-15 16 34 11 (P^
OonrlAr- QaH / 9^0,790 \

Partlapants Mand» StUfwelf I (415) 471-5177 }. Self ((559) 259-7252 )

Ml^Se 22:3^32 (PST) [1)
Sender Mandi SCHwed ((415) 471-5177)
Particfpants. Mandi StifPwed f (415) 471-5177) Se# ((559) 259-7252 )

Itey you. The before and after pics are there when you googfe my nanne

iMeesage
[1] 2013-08-17 06.33:53 (PST)
Sender Seff ((559) 259-7252)

Partiapants Marxlt StiftwelJ ((415) 471-5177 ). Setf ((559) 259-7252 )

We catted goode and th^
ywr pictures dowrt from me web sfeiia(MO^
might take a few days, lamsoosorrydboiftfrlii.

m 1^

[Message
2013-08-17 06:38:56 (PST) (1J
Sender Mandi StillweK ((415) 471-5177)
Participants: Mandi StiltweH {(415) 471-5177). Seff ((569) 259-7252)

Itfeofc

SMS
[1] 2013-08-19 15:52.49 (PST)
Sender Self ((559) 259-7252 )

Participants Mandi StiHweR ((415) 471-5177 ). Self ((559) 259-7252 )

Most of your pictures are off. Den^ went on webmaster
are working as hard as we can. @lad ytti understand. The w^ ffdsii^]

iMessage
2013-08-19 16:49:04 (PST) [1]
Sender. Mandi Stiilweli ((415) 471-5177)
Participants Mandi Stiilweli ((415) 471-5177 ), Self ((559) 259-7252 )

Of course he dirfril cuz he)s a stA fucfc! Did you fire him or hey yow money back? I need to get Bofrn
this weekend

[1] 2013-08-19 18.4609(P^
Sender Self ((559) 259-7252 )

Partiapants: Mandi Stiilweli ((415) 471-5177 ) Self {(559) 259-7252 )

Message 
2013-084516 32 00 (PST) [1] 
Sender Mandi Stiltwell ( (415) 471—5177 ) 
Panicipants Mandi Stmweu ( (415) 471-5177 ). SeIH (559) 2597252 ) 

iMessage 
2013-0845 16:34:08 (PST) 1] 
Sender: Mandi Stillwell ( (41 )471—5177 ) 
Participants, Mandi SulMelH (415) 471-5177} Sefll {559) 259~7252 ) 

I ‘. 

hfllw 
7 _. __/ 

[112013—0315 15-341” 
Sender Se" ( (559) 259—7252 ) 

Participants Mandv StillwelH (415)471-5177 ). Se" ( (559) 25%7252 )

M 20%;: 22:32:32 (PST) 1] 
Sender. Mandi 56mm (41;) 471-5177) 
Participants: Mandi 8mm: (415) 471.5‘77 ) See” (559) 259—7252 ) mmmmuwm l 

Message 
[1] 201m1706.33:53(Psn 
Sender Seifi' 559; 2594252; 

Pannpams MaMISElllweu|(415)471-5177)‘ Sen 559)259—7252)~ 

Message 
2013—0847 06:38:56 (PST) [1] 
Sender. Mandi Sfillwelt ( (415) 471-5177 ) 
Participants: Mandi Su’liwell ( (415) 471—5177 ). Self ( (559) 259-7252 I 

~__._/ 
SMS 

[11 2013-0849 15.5249 (PST) 
Sender 89"} (559) 259-7252 ) 

(559) 259-7252 )~ 

iMessa a 
20130 19 16'49:04 (PST) 5U] Sender. Mandi Stillwell ( (41 ) 471-5177 ) 
Participants Mandi Stillwell ( (415) 471.5177 ). Sew (559; 259.7252 ) mnaliwmmfiemwmmmmmlnulhflm 

Message 
{1] 2013-08-19 1846 09 (PST) 
Sender Sal“ (559) 259-7252 ) 

Pammpants: Mandi Stillwell ( (415)471-5177 ) Self ( (559) 259-7252 )



j will fire him when I find some one ef» to host and redo it Voo dsn come In and I aril not charge
feel so bad.

(Message
2013-08-19 18:46:24 (PST) (1)
Sender: Mandi Stillwell ((415) 471-5177)
Particrpanls Mandi Stillwefl ((415) 471-5177 ). Self ((559) 259-7252 )

Wo way? Realty?? Thank yoiii ^

iMsssdos
201^^19 18:48:32 (PST) (1)
Sender Mandi Stillwell {(415) 471-5177 )
Partidpants Mandi Stillwell ((415) 471-5177 ) Self ((559) 259-7252 )

hs9>py R was me. Did you guys get the rest of the peopte situated?

[1] 201W»-19 18:49-09 (PST)
Sender Self ((559) 259-7252 )

PartJapants Mand( SbU-rt^eii (1415/471-5177 ). Seff I (559) 259-7252 )

msshdeohectft

[IJ 2013-08-19 18:52:43 (PST)
Sender. Self ((559) 259-7252}

Parrtdpams Mandi Sti'fwelt i (^15) 471-5177 ). Self ((559) 259-7252 )

2013-08-19 18 52:48 (PST) (1]
Sender Martdi StillweH ((415) 471-5177)
Partfcipams: Mandi SUItwell ((415) 471-5177 ). Self ((559; 259-7252

/Message
2013^19 18:52:48 (PST) [1]
Sender MarKfi Stillwell ((415) 471-5177)
Participants Mandi Stillwell ((415) 471-5177 ). Self ((559) 259-7252 )

[1] 2013-08-19 19:03:02 (PST)
Sender Self ((559) 259-7252)

Participants Mandi StiHwfi ((415) 471-5177 ). Self ((559) 259-7252)

llXesbsaytieiMSI

(Message
2013-08-19 19:03:14 (PST) [1]
Sender Mandi Stillwell ((415) 471-5177)
Participants: Mandi Stillwell ( (415) 471-5177 ). Self ((559) 259-7252 )

:(l1nsOTry:(

iM 20mg 18:48:24 PST) 5[1] Sender: Mandi Stillwel ( (41 )471-5177) 
Participants: Mandi SfillweM (415) 4716177 ). Self ( (559) 259-7252 )

9

i MQ18148132 PST) [1] 
Sender Mandi Stillwal ( (415) 471-5177) 
Participants: Mandi Stilrweu ( (415) 471-5177 ), 53!” (559) 259-7252 ) 5W‘WWWW¥“”°’WW i . 

[1} 2013—0349184909 Pg}; WMHSSQZSS- 252) 
Participants Mandl Wu (“51471—5177 ), 53'“ (559) 259-7252) 

9; 201 305.19 13:52:43 (p?) 
. 561% (559) 2597252 ) 

Participants Mando SW4 (415‘; 4716177 l 56" (559) 259-7252) 

20 3319 18:52:48 (PST) [1] 
, -_ 

Sender: Mandi Sfillwefl ( (415) 4715177 ) 
Participants: Mandi Slillwell ( (415) 471-5177 ), 56*” (559; 25957252 )

P 
Message 
2013-0619 18:52:48 PST) [1] 
Sewer: Mandi Sill I ( (415) 471-5177 ) 
Parlicipams: Mandi Stillwell ( (415) 471-5177 ;. Sew (559) 259-7252 )

i 

[1] zones-19190302 195$; 
Sender Set“ (559) 259- 252) 

Pamcupants Mandi Suuwell ( (415) 471-5170 1 Set” (559) 259-7252) 

Message 
2013—0&191993214 PST) [1] 
Sender. Mandi Silllwel ( (415) 4715177 ) 

Participants: Mandl Stillwell ( (415) 471-5177 ) Self ( (559} 2597252 ) Wm? ,___,./



iMessage
2013-08-19 19:03 28 (PST) (1)
Sender Mandi StillwelJ ((415) 471-5177 )
Participants Mandi Stilfwell ((415-471-5177 ), Self {(559) 259-7252 )

twasdrMnglmeantlSETyouVesfiressetf.

2013-08-20 10:48:32 (PST) f1j
Sender Mandi SCIIweH ((415) 471-5177 )
Particjpants: Mandt StillweH ((415) 471-5177 ), Self {(559) 259-7252 )

Hey. fwOTfedte ask ywfor a favor beftjre any oflftfe happened so Pl^SE donT fhfnk Pm lakfng
advantage of the situation cuz I'm really not. I completely understand if you aren't comfortable wim this»
so in no way feel badly If you arenl Interested. SOOO I'm going to Oklahoma in two weeks BOOOO!
And I am wondering if you would be willing to do some lipo in my big ass and let me pay you when I
my student loans at the end of the month or beginning of October? 1 will absdutety pay you and was
going to do lipo when I got my loans, but this trip came up and I REALLY want to to^ better when t go
to a place ) haven't been to in almost 3 years ar^ being 60 pounds lighter. Again, it's a tot to ask ana I .
TOTALLY understand if you arent comrartabie, but I WILL pay you and would never screw you over. Lfll
me know what you think, please? - c

[1! 2013-06-21 17 32:06 fP^)
Sender Sett ((559; 259-7252 )

Pa.TicJpartts Mandi Slillwell ((415) 471-5177 >. Self! (559; 259-7252 )

(Message
2013^-22 07 14 36 (PST) 11j
Sender Mandi StiflweU ((415; 471-5177)
Participants. Mandi Slillwell ((415) 471-5177 ). Self ((559) 259-7252 )

Hey. tcani come in StfeeFeefcendmi going to a friends ait show in Nevada city. Next Frtdsy?

~5«S
(1) 2013-08-22 08 29 26 (PST)

Paniapants Martoi StJilweil ((415) 471-5177 ). Setf (1559) 259-7252 )

(1) 2013-08-30 07 22:41 (PST)
Sender Self ((559) 259-7252 )

Participants. Mandi Stiliwell ((415) 471-5177 } Self ((559) 259-7252 )

2013-08-30 10 20:01 (PST) [1]
Sender Mandi Stilfweil ((415) 471-5177 )
Participants: Mandi SUIIwell ((415) 471-5177 ). Self ((559) 259-7252 i

!  fiha have unfit afier okleville. t have ̂ RO saved tor my trip and have to work early and late. 44 ^
I ̂ ess those ̂ des will have to deal with my crows feet:)

■Message
(11 2013-08-30 10 50:59 (PST)
Sender Self ((559) 259-7252 )

Participants. Mandi Stiliwell ( (415) 471-5177 ), Self ((559) 259-7252 )

This weekend Is bad becwse if the bay bridge ctosuie. me know <
treatment is on me. m

lyodwanttoooBA

uMessa e 
2013- 0 19190328(PST) [1] 
Sender Mandl Stiuwen ( (415) 471.5177 , Pam‘cipants- Mandi SfilMelH (415) 471—5177 ) Self( (559) 259.7252 ) :’3 
WI 20120 10: 48: 3298111); 
Sender. Mandi Sfil l((41 )471—5177) 
Panioipants: Mandi StilMeIH (415) 471-5177 ). SeIH (559) 2594252 ) 

[1;2o1m21173205ms ) 

Sender Saul 559.25su‘252, Pampams Mandl SmMell ( (415) 471— 5177 ). 56“ 559') 2594252 1

i 

201 2207-1435(99) 1 
Sewer. MandiSfiWHM ,4715177) 
Pameipams. MandiSfilMelHMfi‘ 471.5177. Sam (5599594252; 

* mamkmmmmmm 
’ SMS m zones-22 06 2925 (PST) 

Sender Self ( $559) 259-7252 ) 

Paniapamsv Mandt Sullwell ( (45) 471-5177 ). Sew 559) 259-7252) 

[11 macaw 07122:“ ( Sender Se!“ (5%) 259-7252 ) 

Participants Mandl Stillwell ( (415) 471-5177 ). Set“ (559) 259-7252 J

M 
2013- 301020s31') J1 Sender MandiStil mu )471-5177, 
Particwants: Mandi SfilMelH (415) 471-5177 ). Sew (559) 259-7252 J imfmwwhuobmmnfluu 

IM 

S1 2013-0&301050:59(PS ) 

ender Self( (559)2597252; 
Participants Mandi Slillwell ( [415) ¢715177 ) SefH (559‘; 259-7252 )



(Message
2013-08-30 10.51 30 (PST) [1]
Sender Mandi Stillweil ((415) 471-5177 )
Participants Mandi Stiliwell ((415) 471-5177 ). Self {(55S) 259-7252 )

Oh yeah! Damn bay bridge}

SMS
[1] 2013-09-21 07.22:58 (PST)
Sender Self ((559) 259-7252 )

Partiapants Mandi StilKvef! ((415) 47i-5in ). Self ((559) 259-7252 )

Hi Mandy
Hope you are doing weK. I |u8t want to remind you you can come in any weekend and I wiR do your^ '\
Crows feet at no cost. Hope your trip to Oklahoma went welt. ^ i'J

201309-21 08:47 50 (PST) [1]
Sender Mandi Stiliwell ((415) 471-5177 )
Participants Mandi Stiliwell ((415) 471-5177 } Self ((559) 259-7252

Yaylf fm going to Mexico in October. Let you know ̂  ̂

SMS
[1* 201309-21 09 42.41 (PST)
Sender Self ((559) 259-7252)

Partioparrts Mancb Seftwe« ((415; 471-5177), Self (/559) 259-7252 )

201309-21 11:03:28 (PST) fl]
Sender Mandi Stillweil ((415) 471-5177 )
Participants: Mandi Stillwe!! {(415) 471-5177 ). Self ((559) 259^7252 )

SMS
;1j 2013-09-21 11 17:47 (PST)
Sender Self ((559) 259-7252)

Participants Mandi StiUwefl ((415) 471-5177 ), Self ((559) 259-7252 )

:me know when you irant to come^

Quita Lopez's iPhone/Quita Lop^s IPhone

/mobile/Library/SMS/sms.db

/mobiIe/Library/SMS/Attachmerrts/db/11/EX)9B0CCE-9323-47EB-8DD4-
A0C2B94504BB/IMG_3236.jpeg

/mobile/Library/SMS/Attachments/9d/13/44373331-23CE-47E1-A480-
54C7056E8F85/IMG_3237.ipeg

/mobile/Library/SMS/Attachments/79/09^83839ED-27CC-492A-8EA5-
4B0C2412A01A/IMG_0230.ipeg

:Messagf 
20134) 30 10.5! 30 (PST) [1] 
Sender Mandl Smlwell ((415) 4716177 ) 

Participants- Mandi Sllllwell ( (415) 471-5177 ) Self( (559) 259-7252 ) 

, .~ ,fi,_.. . ., 2
~ 

SMS 
1} 2013-0921 07,22'58 (PST) 

r Se!” (559) 259-7252 ) 

Participants. Mandl Sullwell ( (415) 4716177 ), Se" { (559) 259-7252)~ 

iM 20%1 08:47:50 PST) [11 
Sender Mandi Slillwel ( (415) 471-5177 ) 

Participants: Mandi StillwelH (415) 471—5177 ) $8“ (559) 259.7252 ) fwmmmma
: 

SMS 
(1;. 201m210942.41(psn 
Sender Seen (559)259—7252) 

Pamcapam Mandz Shims" I {415; vusm ; Sen ( (559) 2597252 )~
m 
201 21 11:03:28 PST) £11 SeMecMandiSfilMelHM )471-5177; 
Participants: Mandi Sb’llwell ( (415) 471—5177 )_ Sen ( (559) 2597252 ) 

SMS 
[11 2013-09-21 111747951”; 
Sender SetH 559,259-752; 

Participants Mand: smlweu ( (415, 4715177 )4 Sam ssmzswzm~ 
Rub [11mm duitaLopez’sWLopez’sM 
:1) Sauce File lmbie/Libtay/SMSMmdb 
[21 lmobflelL’ mmwwooseocce-gammm- 

Aoc2394 lMG_3236.‘peg 
[3] ImobflelL' ISMS/Altact13/44373331-ZSCE-47E1-M80- 

5407056E8F 5I|MG_3237.'peg 
E4] /mobiveAJbrary/smsmnachmusn9mslssasaseoz700492mm 

4Boc2412Au1MMG_0230.jpeg
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McCormick, Barstow,
Sheppard, Wayte &

Carrutm LLP

7«7 NORTH FRESNO STREET

FRESNO. CA 93720

PROOF OF SERVICE

STATE OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF FRESNO

At the time of service, 1 was over 18 years of age and not a part)' to this action. 1 am
employed in the County of Fresno. State of California. My business address is 7647 North Fresno
Street, Fresno, CA 93720.

On July 19, 2017, 1 ser\'ed true copies of the following document(s) described as
DEFENDANTS' TRIAL BRIEF on the interested parties in this action as follows:

Brent K. Kaspar. Esq. Counsel for Plaintiff
Arvin C. Lugay, Esq.
KASPAR LAW

1606 Juanita Lane. Suite B
Tiburon, CA 94920
Telephone: (415) 789-5881
Fax: (415) 366-1899

BY MAIL: I enclosed the document(s) in a sealed envelope or package addressed to the
persons at the addresses listed in the Service List and placed the envelope for collection and mailing,
following our ordinary business practices. I am readily familiar with this business's practice for
collecting and processing correspondence for mailing. On the same day that the correspondence is
placed for collection and mailing, it is deposited in the ordinary course of business with the United
States Postal Service, in a sealed envelope with postage fully prepaid.

1 declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the foregoing is
true and correct.

Executed on July 19, 2017, at Fresno, California.

Pamela J. Johnson

11

DEFENDANTS' TRIAL BRIEF

28 
MCCORMICK, BARSYUW‘ 
SHEPPARD‘ WAVTE & 

CARRUTH LLP 
7647 HORYH FRESNO STREEY 

FRESNO CA 93720 

PROOF OF SERVICE 
STATE OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF FRESNO 

Al the time of service. I was over 18 years ol‘agc and not a party to this action. I am 
employed in the County of Fresno. Slate ot’Calilbmia. My business address is 7647 North Fresno 
Street, Fresno, CA 93720. 

On July 19. 2017. I served true copies 01‘t following documcnl(s) described as DEFENDANTS’ TRIAL BRIEF on the interested parties in this action as follows: 
Brent K. Kaspar. Esq. Counsel for Plaintiff 
Arvin C. Lugay. Esq. 
KASPAR LAW 
1606 Juanita Lane. Suite B 
Tiburon, CA 94920 
Telephone: (415) 789-5881 
Fax: (4l5) 366-1899 

BY MAIL: I enclosed the documem(s) in a sealed envelope or package addressed 10 the 
persons at the addresses listed in the Service List and placed the envelope for collection and mailing. 
following our ordinary business practices. I am readily familiar with this business's practicc for 
collecting and processing correspondence for mailing. On the same day that the correspondence is 
placed for collection and mailing. it is deposited in the ordinary course of business with the l.'ni1cd 
States Postal Service, in a sealed envelope with postage fully prcpaid. 

I declare under penalty ofpcrjury under the laws ot‘lhc State ofCalifomia that the foregoing is 
true and correct. 

Executed on July 19. 2017. at Fresno. California. 

gfi/Dfl/ [4. Q'ifl—fléawy\‘ 
Pamela J. Johnson 

l l 

DEFENDANTS' TRIAL BRIEF


